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Abstract
3 .
The BCS free energy for paired neutron matter is derived 
taking account of relativistic effects. It is found that the values 
taken by the Ginzburg-Landau parameters are always in the region of 
the phase diagram correponding to a unitary phase.
Phase transitions in the early universe are also discussed with 
inclusion of the effects of Higgs scalar chemical potentials as well 
as fermionic chemical potentials. The conditions for equilibrium, and 
the critical density to prevent symmetry restoration at high tempera­
tures are studied. It is observed that the decay of pre-existing 
Higgs scalar asymmetries could greatly reduce baryon number and lepton 
number to entropy ratios from their initial values.
Phase transitions in supersymmetric theories and the phenomenom 
of symmetry anti-restoration in a supersymmetric model with a U(l) 
gauge symmetry are studied at finite density.
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PART I: Neutron Star Matter
The derivation of gap equations and Ginsburg-Landau free 
energies is reviewed. The case of superfluid neutron matter is 
described in detail.
Chapter 1: Introduction
3
In this section the phase diagram for a paired neutron
superfluid is examined, taking into account relativistic effects.
Such a superfluid is thought to exist within the cores of neutron
13 -3
stars where the density is in the range 5 x 10 g cm <  Ç -C 
14 -3
6 X 10 g cm (about 1/3 to 4 times the density of neutrons in 
a nucleus).
The attraction between appropriately paired neutrons at the
top of their Fermi sea causes a BCS type superfluid behaviour. The
particular type of superfluid is very dependant upon density: the
2/3
Fermi energy, , is proportional to and the known neutron
- neutron phase shifts (fig 1.1) depend strongly upon energy. At
1 4 - 3
densities lower than 1.5 x 10 g cm (about 50 MeV) the dominant
1
interaction is the attractive S^ one, which leads to a convention
-ally Cooper paired superfluid state. At greater densities than
14 -3 1
1.5 X 10 g cm , however, the S^ interaction becomes repulsive
3
due to the repulsive core, whereas the P^ effective interactions 
turn out to be strong. Owing to a short range negative spin-orbit
3 3
force the P^ interaction is attractive, whereas the Pj -q ^ i^^ter 
-actions are repulsive at high energies. Hence the ordinary
3
pairing disappears and the significant attraction is in the Pg 
state. (Hoffberg et al 1970 (1.1), Tamagaki 1970 (1.2).) As we
3
shall see, this P^ superfluid, which we expect to be found in the 
cores of neutron stars, can exist in one of three separate phases. 
It is important to determine which of these superfluid phases is
3
selected as the anistropic P^ paired superfluid can affect the 
observable properties of a neutron star. One such observable is 
the relaxation time for the transfer of momentum between the 
interior and the surface of the star through interactions of elect
3
-rons with vertex cores. The P^ superfluid is threaded by an
Figure 1.1: Nucleon-nucleon scattering phase shifts versus 
Fermi energy,E^, and density,^ .
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8array of quantized vertices; after a discontinuous change in the 
rotational speed of the star (a glitch) angular momentum is trans­
ferred to the superfluid via electrons scattering off vortices. The 
relaxation time for this process depends strongly upon the gap,
3
which is a characteristic of the superfluid.(Sauls and Serene 
1981 (1.3).)
Another property which may be affected by the phase of the
3
?2 superfluid is the rate of cooling by neutrino emission.(Maxwell 
et al 1978 (1.4).)
Sauls and Serene (1.5) have derived the general form of the
3
Ginzburg-Landau free energy for pairing. It is :
-V r  Tr
(1.1)
The order parameter, A_j, is a complex 3 x 3  matrix which,
because of the nature of J = 2 pairing, is traceless and symmetric.
For different values of the parameters in the free energy, 
unitary phases and two distinct non-unitary phases are possible.
They are shown in fig. 1.2.
In region I, given by
r ^  \p\ - P (1.2)
the order parameter is unique and non-unitary.
In region II, given by
0 P' r - 7 - 6p (1.3)
the order parameter is again unique and non- unitary.
Region III is that in which
r ■< ~4p -2^p^ (1.4)
In this region the Ginzburg-Landau functional is minimized 
by any real, traceless, symmetric A.
Figure 1.2: Phase diagram for the P^ neutron superfluid.
The BCS ( non-relativistic limit) point is indicated by 0 
The strong coupling point by *.
r/q
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p/q
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10
The BCS point falls in region III and is given by
(1.5)
p = 0 , q = - r
Sauls and Serene (1.5) investigated the possibility that
strong coupling corrections might instead select one of the non-
unitary phases, but found the corrections to be too small and to
go in the'wrong direction*, (fig 1 .2).
Relativistic corrections,however, are expected to be much
larger, and might be sufficient, if they were to go in the right
direction, to move the system into the neighbouring non-unitary
region II of fig. 1.2. At a Fermi energy of about 100 MeV we 
2
should have (p /m) := 0. 2 for neutrons and we might expect 20%
r
corrections to the Ginsburg-Landau parameters. We therefore cal-
3
culate the free energy for paired neutron matter, taking 
account of relativistic effects.
Chapter 1 ; References.
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Chapter 2: The Relativistic Gap Equation
3
In order to reach our goal, namely the free energy for a 
paired relativistic neutron superfluid, we must find an expression 
for the relativistic gap matrix. This is the purpose of this chapter; 
to review the derivation of an equation for the gap matrix for a 
general relativistic fermion superfluid. The method here described 
was developed for non-relativistic superfluids by Nambu (2.1) and 
extended to relativistic systems by Barrois (2.2,2.3) and Bailin 
and Love (2.4,2.5,2.6 ).(For a review of non-relativistic fermion 
superfluids see Leggett (2.7).) The gap equation is derived from 
the Dyson equation for the proper self-energy of the fermion.
The origin of superfluidity in a fermion system is a non­
zero expectation value for a product of two fermion fields, des­
cribing Cooper pairing.
This is introduced as an effective Lagrangian term
X o .  =  [  4 - V\.c. (2 .1 )
where is a relativistic fermion field and its charge
conjugate field. is the gap matrix; it is a 4 x 4 matrix in
spinor indices and may also be a matrix in other indices (for J =
2 pairing ^  is a 3 x 3 matrix, ). It is this object which
we shall calculate self consistently by means of the Dyson equation 
for the self energy.
The remaining quadratic terms in the Lagrangian are of the
form
Zjrw. =  Ÿ  (2.2)
assuming Cooper pairing between fermions of equal mass, m, at non­
zero density with chemical potential yUL. .
13
Following Nambu we write the inverse propagator for the 
fermions as a 2 x 2 matrix acting upon the column vector
5 -(I)
and transform to momentum space. In the first instance we shall 
assume that the superfluid is homogenous ( ie A  depends
only upon the relative position x -y and not upon the centre of 
mass co-ordinate x + y ). Later we shall extend the discussion to 
non-homogeneous systems whereupon gradient terms will appear in 
the Ginzburg-Landau free energy.
We write
i'»'- K  (2.3)
where z = x - y
The momentum space inverse propagator acting upon
IS
-
\ H \ )  -
rA
(2.4)
(2.5)
where
and ^  =  )( A  V  .
Let the momentum space propagator acting upon
be
S C < v ^  =
K \ )
Inverting (2.5) gives
(2.6)
(2.7)
C('v') “ - A  ^
(2.10)
(2.11)
We will not need other entries.
14
We assume an interaction Lagrangian
T:
X w  =  (2 .1 2)
Ç6(\ is the field of the exchange field which has a propagator 
D^g(k - q). A, B denote a set of spin and internal symmetry indices
where
r  .  c  ( r “ V  c
(2.13)
(2.14)
and C is the charge conjugation matrix. The proper self energy 
is separated out by writing
-I
with
=  S o  (2.15)
_  \
o
(2.16)
and the proper self-energy, , is
O
\
(2.17)
i ‘\) =  "
The Dyson equation then gives, at finite temperature, (fig 2.1)
C 7)4:'
where ^  j=. ^
The summation is over Matsubara frequencies
and
=  r\TT /  p.
% )
(2.18)
(2.19)
(2.20)
(2.21)
15
Using (2.10) and (2.17), (2.18) gives
(2 .22)
We now make use of the fact that for any function f(q^) we 
can write
(2.23)
to remove the Matsubara frequency sum. The q^ integration is 
around a contour which includes the poles of f (q^) but not those of
tanh(|^ q ).
o
Then (2.22) becomes
r* R
CC«^']Vo.rvV(^|o^6')^ (2.24)
which gives
where =  C>P.6 t ~  O (2.26)
-yu^, IEl )  (2.27)
(2.28)
and S  =  J 2^  +  ~ / ^  (2.29)
2
To zeroth order in g we have
yoP' =  -V- (2.30)
We have made the assumption that only those momenta close to 
the Fermi surface are important,via
^  y — yv< < <  ^  (2.31)
16
The 'it integration is separated into radial and angular parts
As in the non-relativistic case (2.7) the ^  integration is 
cut off at 1 ^ 1 ” (in order to approximate the integral) with
^  (2.33)
Then
(2.34)
TT (2 .35)
and is the density of states at the Fermi surface.
We assume that the propagator D ^ ( k  - q^ ) is slowly varying 
in the sense that its variation is on a scale large compared with
ry ^
p  , corresponding to the assumption of a short ranged potential 
in the non-relativistic case. We can then have AIW) to be a func 
-tion of only and a function of ^  ^  only.
The gap equation for a homogeneous relativistic superfluid is
thus
(2.36)
where
(2.37)
(2.38)
(2.39)
17
Gradient Terms.
We must now generalize to the case of an inhomogeneous super- 
fluid, leading us to gradient terms in the gap equation.
A(x,y) now depends on x+y as well as on x-y. We write the 
Fourier transform as
The momentum space inverse propagator acting upon 
is now
P )
(2.40)
p )
with ^  ( p  S ip' — p)
and
(2.41)
(2.42)
(2.43)
We rewrite (2.10) by
^  1?'/ ? )
Inverting, as before, leads to
(2.44)
(2.45)
Since we only need to derive the Ginzburg-Landau free energy 
in the Ginzburg-Landau region we need only keep spatial derivatives
18
acting upon the lowest order in ^  . We may therefore carry out
the inversion to order giving
(2.46)
Order A  and higher non-gradient terms are evaluated as 
before.
The Dyson equation for the proper self-energy (fig 2.2) gives
. r  W W  'Sa^
' (2.47)
where we have again used the * trick’ (2.23) to convert the 
Matsubara frequency sum to the q^ integration. After performing the 
contour integration we arrive at the gap equation with gradient 
terms:
(2.48)
where
_ ^  (2-49)
with K = p ’ - £  (2.50)
In the Ginzburg-Landau region, correct to order A
the gap equation is
h k ' , K )  .  Î U ( ! S
V -  J (2.51)
19
where =  — ‘4’’ é d  C A È  VtwV 4- SJ, (2.52)
*+^ iî-jç.
b  *  J-Q,'- ^  f A l - i L l  J t - W U  J - B £  1 (2.53)
<i^ y (kS'L ^  ^  i
and C  =  4b.Fi.:L^^ (2.54)
20
Figure 2.1: Single particle exchange contribution to the off- 
diagonal component of the Dyson equation. 
Cross-hatching denotes the proper self-energy,and 
diagonal shading marks the exact propagator of the 
fermion.
-k
Figure 2.2: Single particle exchange contribution to the off -
diagonal component of the Dyson equation for pairing 
with non-zero centre of mass momentum.
-P*
p-q
p" = -p*+p-q
21
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Chapter 3: Helicity Amplitudes
The gap equations of chapter 2 are highly model dependent, 
involving the detailed form of the pairing force assumed. However, 
the gap equations for the possible order parameters may be ex­
pressed in terms of the helicity amplitudes for neutron-neutron 
scattering in a form which is independent of the particular pair­
ing force.In the non-relativistic case it is the interaction 
potential between the fermions which enters the gap equation: it 
only affects the value of the critical temperature, T^ (Leggett
(3.1)). In the relativistic case the helicity amplitudes affect the 
detailed form of the gap matrix as well as the value of T^, but not 
the Ginzburg-Landau free energy other than through T^.
Thus we are able to write our results in terms of the helicity 
amplitudes, as it is the Ginzburg-Landau free energy only that we 
need to study in order to determine the phase behaviour of our 
superfluid.
In this chapter we present the helicity amplitudes for spin 
5 scattering for both scalar and vector exchange. In each case we 
consider first the general case and then the particular case of J 
= 2 neutron scattering.
Scalar Exchange
To leading order, we must calculate the scattering amplitude 
from the one scalar exchange diagram and the crossed diagram (fig.
3.1). The indices i, j, k, 1 refer to the possibility that the 
fermions may have internal symmetry indices.
If the coupling at each interaction vertex is g and the prop­
agator associated with the scalar exchange when the two fermions 
are on the Fermi surface is D(cos ^  ), where is the angle of
Figure 3.1 : Single scalar exchange diagrams.
23
ji ]1
24
scattering, then, following Goldberger et al (3.2) the helicity 
amplitudes at the Fermi surface are:
1)
(3.2)
and for J ^  1
- i - o ]  -
4-TT 23" 4- \
—  L E l -  \} ^ 1 pj Yr — ■+ (3-v
%T^ "îo-tN L J j
where V j  «= -^r
•'-I
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
and ^ -  3/U''TV (3 .8 )
The upper or lower sign is to be taken according as the wave 
function of the pair of fermions scattering is symmetric or anti­
symmetric in any internal symmetry indices.
J=2 Neutron scattering through scalar exchange.
The J = 2 helicity amplitudes we shall require are:
(3.9)
25
(3.11)
Vector Exchange.
We now consider the case where the scattering is due to
\ A
vector exchange with a coupling -igO at each interaction 
vertex. We assume the propagator for this vector exchange on the 
Fermi surface to have the form
D°° = - D® (cos %  ) (3.12)
= S ^ D “ (cos'e ) (3.13)
The diagrams we need to calculate, to leading order are shown 
in fig 3.2.
In this case the helicity amplitudes are
- ivt - (3.14)
^ (3.15)
and for J ^  1
(3.16)
26
Figure 3.2: Single Vector Exchange Diagrams.
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(3.17)
il = ^  [' -(-'^  '^1 7- fF Yr .* {Y^iVj® \
+ ar f'H'iV * 'C,)\
(3.18)
where
and
VP  . ^  ^  A %  ?y(jfe)tT(^^') (3.19)
— Ï
Y'l = (3.20)
(3.21)
J=2 Neutron scattering through vector exchange.
The J = 2 helicity amplitudes we shall require are:
"  (ÿX^)
(3.22)
■+ ^  -t (3.23)
28
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Chapter 4: Superfluid Neutron Star Matter
J = 2 Pairing.
The gap equation is, to order Cl in the Ginzburg-Landau region:
^  W i V - t  -  I  i<x.Y:î (4.1)
where cx —  -J L- oi^  A h  I 4S. VîxnV ^ (4.2)
H'5"  ^j
-to
(4.3)
^  l i f  f  (4-4)
~^o
and ^  t  î^ F IL'^ ^  ^
The redefinitions of the constants a, b, and c have been made 
to avoid an annoying recurring factor of arising from the
Av
calculation of
We proceed by writing down the most general possible form of 
the gap matrix consistent with Fermi statistics and angular momentum 
requirements.
We have an order parameter , which is 3 x 3, traceless
and symmetric and which couples with n^, S, v and ^  where S
is any Dirac scalar covariant and v is any vector Dirac covariant.
Fermi statistics require that we keep only those terms which 
do not vanish when we anti-symmetrise in the neutron fields.
Anti-symmetrising :
^  H' —  ^  ^  ^ C  ^  G.
30
o
for C, bx (L. =  —  (4.6)
where C is the charge conjugation matrix.
Thus our gap matrix must have the property
c ~ '  ^
(4.7)
There is, however, another requirement: Zhk is a function of
n which corresponds to derivatives acting upon the neutron field 
in co-ordinate space and we must allow n - n.
A must therefore have the property:
O. G- = (4'8)
Table 4.1 shows all the possible structures to which 
may couple.(For the properties of Dirac covariants see, for example^ 
Itzykson and Zuber (4.1).)
• P “
Thus the most general form of the gap matrix for J = 2  
pairing consistent with Fermi statistics is
+• U) Xuj +  ^  (4 .9 )
where the covariants T,S,S,Y,Y and X have been defined, with 
definite values of L, by
'14 = (4.10)
Ü  V I  (4.11)
(4.12)
31
Table 4.1 : Allowed structures to which A. may couple. Those 
consistent with Fermi statistics are marked by ticks.
Parity Fermi statistics
- /
5 + /
5 + /
n.n.^ o -
n^n^n.^ - /
n^n^n.Y ^ + X
+ v/
n.n.n.( Y ,/
1 j—  o ^  V
j - y
+ X
o'** 5 + ^
“ i** y /
k X.
glikl“ l“j o*( k*^ 5 ■ X
^ i k l “ l'*j*^o^k K
32
(4.13)
(4.14)
(4.15)
3
It will be noted that although P^ pairing means L = 1, we 
have included terms with L other than 1. The explanation rests with 
the fact that we are considering relativistic effects. In the 
relativistic regime the only 'good* quantum numbers are J and P, 
the parity.
P +
The most general form of the gap matrix for J = 2  pairing
is :
where
^  y
(4.16)
=   ^ 'S s (4.17)
=  -  -3 (4.18)
Gii^ V  (4.19)
'  [  i\j\'s ^ ^ i X - V ^ l W  (4.20)
P +
We leave the case of J = 2  until later.
P -
Here we proceed to solve the gap equation for J = 2  .Initially 
we solve to first order only in each of two cases: scalar exchange 
and vector exchange. The purpose of this is to demonstrate that the 
result may be expressed in terms of the helicity amplitudes in a 
form which is independent of the specific pairing force.
33
Having satisfied ourselves that this is indeed the case we 
can then solve the full gap equation to third order in A  ,with 
gradient terms, for scalar exchange only. The answer will be ex­
pressed in terms of helicity amplitudes and we can assume that 
the calculation for vector exchange will give the same result 
provided that the answer were expressed in a similar manner.
Scalar Exchange To Order ^
The gap equation, to first order in A  , is
^  W  I V  (4.21)
J
where O  =  -L. _ L o >  ^  \ Al. (4.22)
—
and -k-ff h Ï  (4.23)
For ^  given by (4.9) we find
(4.24) 
where
(4.25)
and
4- Yf
(4.26)
In order to perform the angular integration
^ f C
we shall require expressions for ( A &  \
J LuTT i J UTT '  J
and (\0 •
J UrlT *
34
These are deduced by tensor arguments and the results are 
expressed in terms of
(4.27)
V/ *  C â A  ^  ( ü d ' )
J H'-TT
A list of angular integrals is given in Appendix lA.
After these integrals have been performed, coefficients of 
covariants are compared and we obtain
L  - cx V 2, dx;^
(4.28)
(4.29)
(4.30)
(4.31)
(4.32)
(4.33)
The definitions (4.25) and (4.26) for d^^^ and d^^^ lead us
(4.34)
(4.35)
Using the expressions of chapter 3 for the helicity ampli­
tudes at the Fermi surface for scalar exchange equations (4.34) 
and (4.35) may be written
35
j i V
«= A
I  A ,
yy.?t=
J & t : A
where
=: -L. A k  M u  W V
G  J "2^t.
'  t ' f e  U N
T-
IC <ax'^  ~   ^ ^  \'\S-
(4.36)
(4.37)
) (4.38)
- MPc. is the density of states at the Fermi 
TT^
surface.
36
Vector Exchange To First Order
The gap equation is, to first order in A  ,
A(N"| =
(4.39)
where
cx =■ & L  [ A E  VcxiOU (4.40)
For the case where there is vector exchange we put C  ^  
and assume that the propagator for vector exchange has the form:
D°° (n, n') = - D (n.n’) (4.41)
(n, n') = ^FD^(n.n') (4.42)
Then
(4.43)
We define
(4.44)
(4.45)
The calculation is similar to that carried out above except 
that in this case the E (electric) and M (magnetic) parts are 
treated separately.
We arrive at
l y * *
(4.46)
37
M#
(4.47)
From chapter 3 we see that the helicity amplitudes for vector
exchange are such that this result may be written
. f  - J Î 4 :  '
4:^
A%\
i 4
(4.48)
with h  ^ io ^  ^ (4.49)
Precisely the result which we obtained for scalar exchange in 
equation (4.36).
Thus, although gap equations for the individual matrices 
are highly model dependent, the gap equations for the possible 
order parameters d^}j and d^^j may be expressed in terms of the 
helicity amplitudes for neutron-neutron scattering in a way which 
is independant of the specific pairing force.
We are therefore able to work to higher orders for scalar ex­
change only assuming that the more complicated vector exchange cal 
-culation would give the same result when expressed in terms of 
the helicity amplitudes.
38
Scalar Exchange to Order
The gap equation for scalar exchange is
(4.50)
with a, b, c as in (4.2),(4.3), (4.4).
Constuction of involves terms including upto 9 factors
of n's (i.e. terms like n.n.n, n,n n n n n ). Angular integrals are
i j k l m n p q r
again found in terms of
(4.51)
and are listed in appendix lA.
The angular integration of gradient terms takes the form
(4.52)
and so contains upto 5 factors of n's.
After all these angular integrations have been performed 
the results will contain contributions from J values other than 
J = 2. As in the non-relativistic case (4.2) these admixtures are 
assumed to be small and we project out the dominant J = 2 part. 
The J = 2 projections are listed in appendix IB.
The calculations are straightforward but extremely long; we 
merely quote the results here.
To order we find
A ^  C G '^ 1L ^ J (4.53)
=  1 , 1
where
39
(4.54)
/
is the matrix of helicity amplitudes for scalar exchange.(Chapter
3).
and are 3 x 3  matrices cubic in d^^^ and d^^^
defined by
-  2*. Tr (A(’’ A'')* -  ^^ .Tr A^’)) è!^
+ i*. Tr (#* A(')) A^ ’') - 'Xo (A^ '’T  (4.55)
+  2 0  A^^^aC^ A^ ) +  2 0
^ 9 A(') A"') .V % A^ ) A )^* A^*'*
4r (U a^ '’* (a(’’T' + Oo AC^ *Ap)
D''^  = k%-n-(A '^)V)A('^  -  aSTrCCA'^ TlA^ *^
+  a 9  "R- A"')A^ ’^  -  ^  Tr (A^ '^ Ay^ )A^ )
_ 9 Tr(A'’A‘’‘'’)A(-’'* + 9 t;-(A-')A^ ‘')*)A(»)
-  (M- T r  [(A«)^]A‘'^* + 1 2  <<{r^)*(A(«f
- a  A‘’-U‘*-'>’‘A('') +  n o  A'*’^ A“) A^’') (4.56)
4  (to A(V')"A(") -  3 2  j^ ^Af^ AP'
_(K) (AC'Ta.'")'' + \U A^ A^^ "^  A^ )
< =  ^  (^ 4 e - L A ' f v c i V : , ) (4.57)
(4.58)
40
ft =
B
j_ A k f** A t
MP (Leggett) (4.59)(4.60)
(4.61)
s (Leggett) (4.62)
and C  - -  V  " I - f i l l  M .
(o“cf^ die
(4.63)
We proceed by decoupling equations (4.53) by diagonalizing
the matrix of helicity amplitudes.
This may be achieved by means of the matrix
= + zkjit a'l
K j v t ^  _ j i t
(4.64)
W ' \ 0T *  Hrjl+s^
where t 2 Ü (4.65)
X ')
Then S F 5 “' = (d (4.66)
where
and
(4.67)
(4.68)
The order parameters which diagonalize the gap equations are
then
e^'^) = d( ') and we write (4.69)
E < ’^ ) = s'" D ( ' ) (4.70)
and H<’»> = G("). (4.71)
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The gap equations become
e
I.e.
^  = 1,2
(4.72)
B E "  4- C B " "  (4.73)
®  = \, Î.
From (4.60)
K  * -t ^  ^*'14^^') (4-74)
Now at T  ^  ^ e ^ ^ ^ vanishes and we must have
c
O
and so
=  t “ aI  =  ~ W  (4.75)I F
(4.73) then becomes
Now I» ? p ? ' £ .  -  I .  f H .  -
^  T  —  ~tc*^ (4.77)
-rc*.)
The approximation is valid since we are in the Ginzburg-
T
Landau region where T is close to T^ and so 1 - ^  is small.
c
We may now rewrite (4.73) by
-L A ü  4r c .  (4.78)
V>
S  «L 1  ^ 2.
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where
T - T (^)
l ë T
^  =1,2 (4.79)
The order parameter e ^ ^  ^ with the higher critical temperature 
is the one which orders at the phase transition. Then in (4.78), 
in the gap equation for that particular order parameter, the other 
should be set to zero.
(2)
In the meantime, however, we treat both possibilities,e^^^ or 
ordering in a single formula.
We find
4- W f x V  +  V  Cc-’‘e-)e-q>
4. ç y
14-
4- (4.80)
where ^  ^ = 1, 2/3 for ^  =1,2.
The index has been suppressed in (4.80)
We have used the identity for 3 x 3  traceless matrices:
(4.81)
to eliminate ee*e ( Mermin 1974 (4.3)).
The gap equation (4.80) is that equation which would result 
when the Ginzburg-Landau free energy for the system is minimised 
with respect to the order parameter, e.
We may therefore deduce the Ginzburg-Landau free energy from 
the gap equation, upto a constant of proportionality.
The Ginzburg-Landau free energy corresponding to the gap
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(4.82)
(4.83)
equation (4.80) is
4-CJs ^ s J 7 a?*. 2a.^ + b V'Tr (_eaT
( £ e - " . 2 a. S
with p =  3  ( % »  ^  -2^**) (4.84)
Jr lU.y?j*-4  S^ '*'') (4.85)
r  »  ~  ') (4.86)
S  =  S x "  4  by"*- (4.87)
tr s  2 %^ 4  S j '  (4 .8 8)
% ( ^ ) and y(*), b  = 1,2 are given by (4.64).
To identify the order parameter for the realistic case of 
neutron star matter we consider the non-relativistic limit in 
which z — ^ 2  ^6 .^
Then using (4.69) we find that
fc*’’* - 4  i Ç  ( tl?) —  ) (4.89)
and r Ç  fA —  Ù&') ) (4.90)
Now we see from (4.9) that in the non-relativistic limit e^^^
(2)
and e are pure L = 3 and pure L = 1 order parameters respectively
3 . .
Thus the realistic P pairing is described by the order parameter 
(2)
e . Accordingly we restrict our attention hereafter to the Ginzburg
(2)
-Landau free energy for the order parameter e
For this case the non-relativistic limit of (4.84),(4.85) and
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(4.86) gives
p = 0 , r = - q (4.91)
in agreement with Sauls and Serene (4.4). The system is in region 
III of fig 1.2 corresponding to a unitary phase. In general the 
criterion for region III is
4 p + 2 p  + r < 0
and this is always satisfied by the p, q, and r of (4.84),(4.85)
and (4.86) for the allowed values of z:
0 z ^  2
Thus,even after taking account of relativistic effects, the 
system is always in a unitary phase, (fig 4.1). The corrections 
due to relativistic considerations can indeed be large: in the 
ultra-relativistic limit ( z — » 0 ) we find
r:q:p = 3:5:-2
in contrast to (4.91), the non-relatistic limit. However, as in the 
case of strong coupling corrections they are in the 'wrong direction'
to move the system into another phase.
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Figure 4.1: Phase diagram for the paired neutron superfluid.
The BCS (non-relativistic limit) point is indicated by 0, 
the strong coupling point by * and the ultra-relativistic 
point by X.
r/q
Region I
p/q
-3 -2 -1
Region II
Unstable
-2
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P +
Chapter 5 ; J = 2  Paired Neutron Superfluid Matter
P - 3
While J = 2  pairing corresponds to the P^ paired super­
fluid which is believed to exist in the cores of neutron stars, J 
= 2^ pairing corresponds to a D wave paired superfluid and no such
existence has been predicted. However, for completeness we here
P +
solve the gap equation for the case of J = 2  pairing.
As we saw in chapter 4 ( equation (4.16)) the most general 
form of the gap matrix for J = 2^ pairing is
^  V + ii'tj R.Z) (5.1)
with (5.2)
(5.3)
- -  ■ y K V ' * ’ (5.4)
X Y (5.5)
This was obtained by considering those structures which 
couple to a 3 X 3 traceless symmetric gap matrix (consistent with 
J = 2 pairing) with positive parity and which are allowed by Fermi 
Statistics. (See table 4.1).
We proceed, as before, by solving the gap equation to third 
order in &  for scalar exchange.
The gap equation for this case is
(5.6)
~ z ( û . iyt ]
a,b and c are as in equations (4.2),(4.3) and (4.4).
We find
^ ^  ^  (5.7)
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^  i Ç  -  -  <  .  f. I t  if- ♦  C 5f ) (5.8)
(v"! ( 5 % 6 =  (5 .9 )
=■ A i *  &  (5.10)
where à. » A'û I\11\', (5 .1 1)
After the angular integrations and J = 2 projections have 
been performed we arrive at the gap equation:
- \c'-f U - j  (5. 12)
where
and
CX (5.13)
b (5.14)
c = ^ 3 "  A)
tv’- Al
(5.15)
F = 4"/‘î»
(5.16)
“  'i'3’^  ^  C^''j-t (5.17)
The gap equation (5.12) leads to the Ginzburg-Landau free 
energy :
?  -L -  ^  k
r . "I (5.18)
-  :^c- [_4. 2  A*. 7  JL -r V '  vr ( A A ’*) J
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Referring to the discussion of the definitions of the various 
phase regions of chapter 1 we see that this corresponds to
q = 2, p = 1, r = 0 . (5.19)
Thus such a D wave paired superfluid with J = 2* pairing 
would exist on the boundary between regions I and II of fig. 4.1.
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Appendix lA: Angular Integrations
In solving the gap equation angular integrals of the form
^  are required.
These are evaluated by tensor arguements and are expressed 
in terms of Vj defined by
\|^  =  (A.i)
For example ^ must take the form
*  Ik Cl) ir S h ' h i  (A.2)
'Multiplying' both sides by n^'n^' gives
t  ( h ,  tv '^  M h ' k i  h -  «  4 -  2 )
Cii - ♦» -+ S  (A.4)
+  JL =, A  4  S  (A. 5)
Contracting i and j in (A.2) gives
Vo - ^  ^  =  % A  4  & (A. 6)
Equations (A.5) and (A.6 ) then give
ft =  - V O  , ^  = Ve (a .7)
Thus
4  (A.8)
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Below are listed all the angular integrations required in the 
solution of the gap equation to order ^  for ( >  4 have
been neglected as we are only interested in order parameters with 
•J = 2.
\ D(n,n') = V (A.9)
J tf-n*  o
D(n,n')n = V n ’ (A.10)
—  -  1-
C M  D(n,n’)n.n. = V nînî + i(V - V ) J .. (A. 11)
\ tviT J ^ ^ J - > 0  Z Ij
f&Jk D(n,n ' )n^n.n^ = V^n|n!n^ + y(V^ - V^) ( ( ^  + 2 perms)
 ^ ^  ^ (A. 12)
ÎAJI D(n,n’)n.n.n^ n^ = .. + 5 perms) i j k l  7 2 ” ij
. ,1 „ 2 _ , / f
(ifo ■ 2 l V ( ^ i j ^ k l  2 ^3)
^D(n,n')n.n.n^n^n^ = ^ ^
"(3 5 ^ 1" ijSkl"m +
(A. 14)
S §  = i3V2(fijSki"m"A + ^4 perns)
^ ^ ï è s V  ^ij S k l S m n  + perms)
(A. 15)
j k  D(n,n')n.n.n^n^n^n^np = IgVa ( S  ij g  ki" W  + 104 perms)
'^^3l5^r 165’3)^^ijS klSmn"p
+ 104 perms)
(A.16)
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Appendix IB J = 2 Projections
We list here the projections of the J = 2 parts of covariants
which are required in the solving of the gap equation. The
covariants are as defined in equations (4.10) to (4.15). a.., b. .
ij ij
and c^j are traceless symmetric 3 x 3  matrices and we define
a^ = a_jRj etc. (B.l)
is as defined in (A.l).
D(n,n')^.n b.n £.V ^ 4bac + 40acb +TObTr ac
+ lOaTr be - 8cTr ab)..Y.. + (4abc + 4bac + 2cTr ab)..S..
ij ij 35 1 ij ij
\^D(n,n')a.b c,% ~V.(3abc + 3bac - 2cTr ab) . .Y. . J L 0  -------- 21 3 1J ij
(B.2)
+ ^  V (abc + bac +cTr ab)..S.. .
5 1 1] ij (B.3)
m D ( n , n * ) a . b  c.n n.Y -=>(2bac + 2abc + c Tr a b ) . . ( & ^ . . + ^ _ S . . .  
   1] 7 3 1] 35 1 1])
(B.4)
^  D(n,n*)a.n b.n c.n n.X (8abc+8bac+8acb+2c Tr ab+2b Tr ac ■ —  — -- ■ ■ —  —  —— ■ ■ —
"2a Tr be).. V^S..) (B.5)
\A^D(n,n') (n.a x b) (n x c/Y) — =^(abc-bac+3b Tr ac-3a Tr be)..
) 44T--- -- ------ —  — ------  ij
2 1 % )  , (B '6 )
il^ fii D(n,n*)a.b(c x n.^Yc) — ^  (3cab + 3cba + 5c Tr ab) ..
J l V T T  ---------------------  5  I J
•2Ï^2^ij (B.7)
i\4Ü: D(n,n') (n.a X b)a.T V  c — >
]<f(r--------------  5
i l ^ D ( n , n ' ) n . a  n.b(c x n . ^ Y  m) 
JifïT -------------  5
(7b Tr a^ - 4a Tr ab - 6 a^b)^j
- ? f 2^ij (B-8)
2
(lOabc + lObac -8acb -2b Tr ac -2a Tr be +7c Tr ijl89^2^ij
i|A& D(n,n')n.a(b x c.Ü Y  c) (2acb -2abc +bJ    p
(B.9)
.__ . , . _ Tr ac - c Tr ab)..
) / | - y -------------  5  I J
•IjV^X.. (B.IO)
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i D(n,n’)n.£(n.^ X £)n.]( Y t- — ^  0 (B.ll)
3 u.-n' ^
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PART II: Grand Unified Theories At Non-Zero Temperature 
And Density
55
Chapter 6 : Introduction
Spontaneously broken gauge theories provide an elegant frame­
work for the unification of the weak and electromagnetic inter­
actions in an SU(2) x U(l) gauge theory (6.1) and for the unifi­
cation of the strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions in a 
Grand Unified Theory, of which the simplest is SU(5) (6.2). In 
these theories the symmetry breakdown is accomplished via the 
Higgs Mechanism, in which scalar fields are introduced,some com­
ponents of which acquire non-zero expectation values, thus 
breaking the gauge symmetry. (6.3)
The effects of high temperatures in spontaneously broken 
gauge symmetries have been widely studied. As in the cases of 
ferromagnetism and superconductivity it has been shown (6 .4,6 .5,
6 .6 ,6 .7,6.8) that, in most cases, the symmetry is restored at high 
temperatures. Therefore in the standard big-bang cosmology, the 
grand unified symmetry is manifest at some very high temperature 
and then the universe, as it cools, undergoes one or more phase 
transitions to an SUXS)^^^ x SU(2) x U(l) gauge symmetry and later 
the transition SU(2) x U(l) — ^ U(l) occurs leaving only SU(3)g^Q
X U(l) as unbroken symmetries.
There has been much interest in these phase transitions, most 
confined to the case of finite temperature but zero chemical 
potentials. ( e.g. (6.4) to (6.13).) The restriction of zero 
chemical potential is by no means a necessary restriction, however.
While the present baryon asymmetry is estimated to be small,
with
%  - %  ^  10 10
ny
(n^ = baryon density, ng = anti-baryon density and n^ = photon 
number density.) bounds on the lepton number
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asymmetry (due to an excess of neutrinos over anti-neutrinos) are 
weak:
- S ï— : ------------------8 X 10^
David and Reeves (6.14) deduced from calculations of helium pro­
duction in the early universe that the electron number density is 
small but that the muon number density is only constrained by
ly *  2.5
or equivalently
^  10
Thus it is quite possible that there is a very large lepton 
number asymmetry.
However, in SU(5) and 80(10) grand unified theories B, the 
baryon number, and L, the lepton number, are not absolutely 
conserved quantities and so there is a tendency for B + L to relax 
to zero. This, coupled with our earlier comment that B is small 
would seem to imply that L is also small.
While this may be true it is possible that larger asymmetries 
in the early universe have been diluted to their present levels.
Moreover, as Harvey and Kolb (6.15) pointed out, it may be 
that a lepton asymmetry could have survived through to the present 
to give L »  B.
Thus it would appear to be sensible to consider the effects of 
finite chemical potentials upon phase transitions in the early 
universe.
Earlier works (6.16 to 6.19) have discussed the effects of non 
-zero fermion chemical potentials in Electroweak theory (6 .6 ), 
and grand unified theories (6.16). In general it is found that 
there is a tendency for non-zero chemical potentials to suppress 
symmetry restoration at high temperatures, or at least to raise the 
temperature at which symmetry restoration occurs.
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Kapusta(6.20) also considered the effect of bosonic chemical 
potentials upon phase transitions in the early universe.
In what follows the effects of including a ’complete set’ of 
chemical potentials (i.e. both bosonic and fermionic) on phase 
transitions is discussed. In a gravitationally closed universe it 
is important that we include such a complete set, since long range 
forces due to massless gauge fields would require the ’charges’ 
coupled to these fields to be zero in equilibrium. It may there­
fore be necessary for fermionic densities in the early universe to 
have been balanced by bosonic densities carrying the same ’chargeI
In an open universe this may not be necessary and a ’charge’ 
imbalance may be stabilized by a fictitious external source.
In chapters 7 to 11 we discuss phase transitions at finite 
bosonic and fermionic chemical potential and finite temperature 
in the Higgs model, electroweak theory and a sample grand unified 
theory, SU(5) x U(l) (as a subgroup of the SO(IO) theory). It will 
be seen that the inclusion of the bosonic chemical potential 
alters the results of previous authors discussing these models by 
an order of magnitude at most.
In later chapters phase transitions in supersymmetric grand 
unified theories are considered.
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Chapter 7 : Field Theories At Finite Temperatures
Introduction
In order to study the symmetry properties of a field theory at 
finite temperatures it is necessary to calculate the effective 
potential. We start,as always, by deriving an expression for the 
partition function for scalar and fermion fields. Temperature Green 
functions are then defined. Finally the Higgs model is used to 
demonstrate the calculation of the effective potential at finite 
temperature.
Much of what follows is in analogy to the situation at zero 
temperature. At finite temperatures we here restrict ourselves to 
the equilibrium properties of the system. The temperature dependence 
is introduced through an imaginary time. At zero temperature the 
dynamical properties are described by the time dependence. On going 
to finite temperatures this time dependence is ’exchanged’ for 
temperature dependence. The important difference lies in the 
boundary conditions; periodic boundary conditions are relevant at 
finite temperatures.
The Partition Function
We consider first the case of a scalar field theory with 
Hamiltonian density, H. The partition function Z is given by
Z = tr exp - H (7.1)
where the trace means the sum of all matrix elements of exp- ^  H
between all independent states of the system and
f = (kgT)"l (7.2)
A
H is a function of (x,t), the Heisenberg picture field
operator, and of ‘TT(x,t), its conjugate momentum.
A
The SchrBdinger picture field operator is (x,0). Let 
and be the eigenstates of (x,0) with eigen­
values (x) and 0^(x) respectively.
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Thus * 0 e b ^ \ ^ < > y  (7.3)
and 3  ( x , o ^  l«5,> ^  (7.4)
The transition amplitude to go from 10o'^ t=0 to
at t=t^ is given by
= N) I (7 5)
where the integral over classical fields runs over all
possible configurations with 0 q (J^ at t=0 and at t=t^.
The momentum integral is unrestricted.
N is a normalisation constant and 
Let L b, —  ^  (7.6)
t b  «  (7.7)
in the integrand. This substitution makes (7.5) begin to look very 
much like the partition function we require.
We have
< 0 . U " ^ * ' l 0 e >
= hJ Air j * A k [ |  v.Tr0 —  H  (ir,f*")] (7.8)
where now ^  (7.9)
Now from (7.1)
z  =  t -  (7.1)
Thus to find Z we need only to let the integration of
(7.8) run over all paths which have the same classical field at 
T  = ^ as at "T = O  .
Hence
Z. = N) exp ciT0 —
^ioAtc. (7.10)
If,as is usually the case, H is a quadratic function in TT then
the "tr integration can easily be performed by completing the
square, to give
'a
feloSc ^  ' (7.11)
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where ^ 0  ^ ^ 0 ^  (7.12)
and is a temperature dependent normalisation constant
arising from the operator determinant when the TT path integral 
is performed. is the effective Lagrangian density.
The situation for fermions is slightly, but significantly, 
different. The eigenstates \ of a SchrBdinger
picture operator 5.Y correspond to the same values of
the physical observables and describe the same state. There is 
therefore some ambiguity in deriving a path integral formulation 
of the partition function. To obtain a prescription which is 
consistent with Fermi statistics it is necessary to start from;
(7.13)
The analogue of (7.11) for fermions is then
2  .  I W (7.14)
?tKoA»c
where in 31 the field ^  is understood to be a function of T: 
and X anti-periodic in O  < ^  ^ ,
that is ^  ^ (7.15)
Temperature Green Functions and the Effective Potential
In analogy with zero temperature theory we define Green 
functions
(7.16)
where tc = c *5cY (7.17)
and is a ’ - ordering' operator.
 >  here means a thermal average.
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I.e.
3   ^    " ■ ' * >
which by following similar steps to those above leads to
^  J I W  J c3?C J X
^  l 0 2 f / (7.19)
■ ^ ^ oa;c •'o  j
We may now introduce a generating functional for temperature Green 
functions
\ &XP r  A c f A c  T 0 )
_  J?tr;ok\c Jo J ^
(7.20)
where J = J(x)
Then
_ (7.21)
TsrOS 7 ( ^  S 3 N
and conversely ^  ^
W C ^ l  = ( A5,...Ai?„ Y  (Î.-.. 5„') (7.22)
where we have written
j à w  . ^ At j f  X (7.23)
We may also define a generating functional X for the
connected Green functions G^(x^....x^) by
-  r  1 x [ :y ]
W L ^ l  ^  ^  (7.24)
A classical field C5^(xY may be defined by
(7.25)
Now S w f ? ]  _  (7.26)
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hence =  0 b  (icY W  (7.27)
At J=0 W [ j ]  = 1
and ~ (7.28)
Thus ( A ^ ( ^  _  "T r (7 .29 )
i r ; : ^ ---------
Thus for zero source ^ ( x )  is the expectation value of 0(^0^ »
the SchrBdinger picture operator.
An effective action is defined by
r(0c.') =  X  [ ? ]  —  j k x  ■3'(î-')îZt(x') (7.30)
J(x) is then given by
T ( s )  =  -  . (7.31)
The finite temperature effective potential, V(0^), is defined by
r  4  Â ( 0 J  Y & V 0 ^ 4  ...j . (7.32)
Since we do not expect translational invariance to be broken 
we may assume that QSc. is independent of x.
Then (7.31) and (7.32) lead us to
■J =  (7.33)
At zero source C b  is the expectation value (thermal average) 
of the field operator and
^  = O  (7.34)
Thus may be obtained by minimizing the finite
temperature effective potential.
Symmetry breaking occurs when
jiy ^  o  for ^  ^  O  . (7.35)
For our purposes it is necessary only to calculate the 
effective potential to one loop order. This contribution is
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obtained by direct analogy with zero temperature field theory. The 
scalar fields are shifted by their expectation values (which are •' 
now thermal averages) and retain only those terms remaining in the 
Lagrangian which are quadratic in the shifted fields.
Then
V,(0c")
(7.36)
;^oA,*c (7.37)
We have included, for completeness, the gauge field and
Fadeev-Popov ghosts .
The Higgs Model At Finite Temperature
To illustrate the calculation of the effective potential to 
one loop order we consider the Higgs model extended by the inclusion 
of fermions. '
The Lagrangian we use is
^  l y W  (7.39)
“* Yy (7.40)
V  - s') (7.12)
2 .
m IS negative.
The fields are Fadeev-Popov ghosts needed to cancel
contributions from unphysical degrees of freedom of the gauge field 
Ay^ . They are treated as having the same periodicity in %  as
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the gauge fields.
Following our prescription we shift the scalar field by the 
expectation value by writing
^  - + 0 , 4  (7.41)
After making this shift the quadratic terms in the Lagrangian are
-  -c "ijL Ç ia/ F
-V* -t- Mr \(/
(7.42)
We have adopted the Landau gauge, O  , so as to remove an 
^ 0 %  cross term.
The tree terms are
From (7.36) we have
V , M
X fîl0ÎlA-*‘û-f C-»^ (0c) (7.36)
t *a;oA:x<- PW.V. -
j"Ac|AVÎ.^ vBà .  - .u Çaï'Ak 0i(x')ft^(5.',x')<2Jitx')
(£') x) ftv (.9.)
-  |"àx'à% 7\ (i)
_  J Aï' <6î (4- ( x ) ^  (x/ ( % )
(7.44)
where we have defined
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i.') =
—  ♦À'' +
(writing V * ' ^ v ^  )
^ k ' ,  >; >' -  () - f  ) v , y -  3 ^ e v j ]  f (x'_ 52 >
S C x ' - 5 ^ ' )
D Cx' x) = [ S(5c'-S)
Using the well known result
cx.^ A^x'Aï <0(52') ft(x',i)0(5c)
—  6. Uk (\
and similar results for the other filds gives
S _  i-R- W IX - J-Tr V\% 4 TrWC 4 Tr V  ^
%  %"
(7.45)
(7.46)
(7.47)
(7.48)
(7.49)
(7.50)
In evaluating the traces we make use of the (anti-) periodicity 
of the fields in the range O^'C' to express the fields as
Fourier series.
Thus to find trlnA we first write
where ^ =  ('■U^ ^
(7.51)
(7.52)
(7.53)
(7.54)
Up — ZiTA n &  Z  are the Matsubara frequencies for bosons.
Using
S C x ' - 5 t )
3
(7.55)
(7.56)
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we arrive at
(7.57)
? *' J
where
.a'- + 3 \ 0 1
(7.58)
O  W ^ - +  +X«ft
Setting x ’ = X and integrating over x gives
4- UCviJ*" »aV XCJc?' )]
- C'^K't Ar I X ^ ^ Y
4- L(v)J^4r XeG?")]
From Appendix IIA we see that the temperature dependent contribution
(7.59)
(7.60)
from
■= —  "3L-X. -V .?iX —  (7.61)
<^o \%
(The one loop zero temperature contributions to the effective 
potential are negligible compared to the zero temperature contri­
butions from the tree terms provided that e^ «  X  )
T
Thus the contribution to , the one loop temperature 
dependent effective potential, from the ' 0  sector' is
The gauge vector boson sector is
=  [ ÿ -  p ^ - { ^  - r W  -  0Ï\  -  s )
(7.46)
Again we Fourier transform to give
f  I  (7.62)
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where we have separated ^/(f) into projection operators. The logr 
arithm may now be found by taking the logarithm of each coefficient in 
turn.The trace must be taken in both x space and in the space of 
Lorentz indices. We get
T r  ^  1
^  ^ ^  (7.63)
with ^ o  for Landau gauge.
to .
Again using (7.61) we get the gauge boson sector contribution 
T
_ £ f  4r
*V> t»f
The Fadeev-Popov sector is
O  =  S C x - ' — -x) (7.47)
Fourier transforming:
CCÎ' - O  -
Hence Ti- W  C  *  C  ( A p  ^  t
T
Using (7.61) the contribution of the Fadeev-Popov sector to is 
4- %
•Xo
The fermion sector is
u ;  x )  =  [  s k ' -
In the light of the anti-periodicity of the appropriate
Fourier transform is
M - C x ) *  - L - 1  J'à\ (7.66)
where the Matsubara frequencies for fermions are
"= 4" r)lT 6 %  (7.67)
Hence
D C x ;  (7.68)
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In evaluating tr In D the trace must be taken in Dirac 
indices as well as in x. We find
(7.69)
Appendix IIA gives the result for fermions
=  i  _  Ç l ?  (7.70)
8  4 0  1+8
T
Thus the fermion sector contributes to
-  ^  3 ^  -V- 4 % : ^
For massless fermions (with only one helicity state) a 
similar calculation, using Weyl spinors, gives half the above 
answer.
T
Adding all the contributions to V^( Ç^) gives
4 -  ( « ' - 4 -
4  (7-71)
'ÏÔ" ^
4^T5tr'*
%>
—  < + -  t x V "  4  Kil -iL 
% ^ \*2_
£ 2 2 _2 o 2j4'
for m , m^ < < T ^
Notice that the Fadeev-Popov sector cancels the contribution
of the two unphysical states of freedom of the gauge field.
We have written N as the number of bosonic degrees of free- 
B
dom and N_ the number of fermionic degrees of freedom. (N = 4 
r t
for a Dirac field : two helicity states for the particle and two 
for its anti-particle, N = 2 for a Weyl field.)
r
Including tree terms (7.43) we arrive at
*  To (7.72)
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where ^  , T  (7.73)
Minimizing V(0j) gives
Thus there is symmetry breaking and the critical temper­
ature is given by
=  -  '2
(7.75)
2
For T >  T^ m (T) is negative and at the minimum of the 
effective potential (ZL = 0 :  the system is in the symmetric phase.
For T <  T^ m^(T) is positive, the 0c. =0 minimum becomes
a maximum and the system is in the energetically preferred anti­
symmetric phase
The system passes continuously from one phase to the other at 
T = T and there is a second order phase transition.
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Chapter 8: Field Theory At Finite Density
Introduction
Having discussed the problem of finite temperature we can now 
extend our discussion to include finite bosonic and fermionic 
densities. Several authors (see chapter 6) have extensively treated 
the inclusion of fermion densities,fewer the inclusion of bosonic, 
and in particular Higgs scalar densities.
We follow Kapusta (8.1) by first examining a simple non-inter 
-acting scalar theory to show how the introduction of a chemical 
potential ^  multiplying the conserved number density in the 
Hamiltonian leads to a simple prescription for its introduction 
into the effective Lagrangian.
The case of a fermionic chemical potential is rather more 
easy and is discussed briefly. Finally the symmetry behaviour,at 
finite temperature and density,of the Higgs model is studied.
A Non-Interacting Scalar Theory
We first consider a simple non-interacting scalar theory.
The partition function is (7.10)
N  —  V\ (jw, qg)\
TervA.'c (8.1)
where (25 as before (7.9).
Now, let the system admit a set of mutally commuting,con­
served, addative observables N, then we may associate with them a 
set of chemical potentials, yu •
The partition function is then
"Z: =  T -  (8.2)
=  M  C’R.'xrÇîlsf CXÇ t i l
W , c  “ (8 .3 )
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We consider a model with Lagrangian
X  -  ~  ^ 0 * ^ 0  (8.4)
where 0  =  ^  (0, 4- c 0 ^
There is a global U(l) symmetry with conserved current
%= L ( —  0  ^ 0 * ^  (8.5)
Hence ^  ^  "^o ^  c —  0 ^ ^  0 ^  ^  (8.6)
We have
TT, ;= . -rr.^ ,  >B2=,
> e  (8.7)
H = 14r(Y0,y+(30L^\ + (8.8)
and N ?  (8.9)
•» f  e x p f  AtrfA?ac f  I tt, A, +
JPcrCcAve- M o  J
V -  C0^TT,-0,4.) -i[Tr^+TÇÎ-+L2«C) + (.20^) +
f r (8 .1 0 ) ..
-  (\| IlcL ex^t
JfetTcÀ;^  Jo  ^ L
y- (.ùT.Â - 4-
X (lhcv«x^  J^ Ac(A1c. (lir^iî^— .ltC  ^
Thus
(8.11)
^n'eÀù.
. e x p
Performing the momentum integrals by completing the square gives
=  M'(ç) €xç> Ç ^ [ aV  - i j ( 2 0 , y 4 ( g 0 X 4 ' ^ k . ' ’4-0^ :')]
• X t  | ÿ 0 ^  - T ÿ . 0 , - ( ^ T ]
r  (8.12)
(8.13)
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Defining
X '  ,  0 ^ 0  (g 14)
(i.e. making the substitution * ^ o i n  (8.4)) we get
2L er m'(&) fîl0t&<A-ax^- ^ (  A c V a ? »  X  ( 0 ) (8.15)
“'tncA.c •’«• 1
^  is obtained from 3L hy the substitution ^
Although we have only shown this to be the case for a simple non­
interacting theory, it holds in general provided that there is a 
conserved number density of the form —  ’^ 0*'" 0^)
Then we introduce the term ^  Xh 0  —  0 )  to the
Hamiltonian. The momentum integrations in this case are slightly 
more complicated but the result holds true: the introduction of 
the bosonic chemical potential leads to the substitution in
the Lagrangian:
In the case of fermions the conserved number density 
normally depends only on the fields and not on their conjugate 
momenta. This will certainly be the case in the theories we will 
be considering. Thus y w ,N will not enter into the momentum 
integrations which may be carried out in the usual way giving
(8.16)
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As in chapter 7 we use the Lagrangian (7.38)
i  =  -  x ( e f ' ‘ <2r '^-
ÇvvW’y ^  are as in (7.39),(7.40) and (7.41).
There are conserved currents
[ efCs^gr") (s.n)
and s: —  e, ^  l|/ (8.18)
We associate chemical potentials ^  , for the Higgs field,
and ^  , for the fermion field with "3^ and 3 ^  respectively. 
Using the results of the previous sections we get 
Î  ( ^ 4 '  ^  ^ ^0'
-X(er<zr)^ -  \
4. A  ^(■'■'5*^ -  »"v') 4  (g ig)
■- e. ^  H- V4 . If-
As in chapter 7 we shift the scalar field by its expectation value, 
writing
0  = ;%[ ( 19& 9%  +  " K )  (8.20)
In this case,however, we must also shift the gauge field since 
it will also develop an expectation value as a result of the intro 
-duction of the chemical potentials. ( y\^  is coupled to ,
the number density of fermions, this is in turn linked to the gauge 
field A by terms of the form in the Lagrangian. Since S'S'
has a non-zero expectation value A^ will have also, through the 
tadpole diagrams associated with A^.)
So we write
( y .  -4 C K ,  ^  (8.21)
Performing these shifts gives the tree terms
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where
and
«(y 1  +  « - 0 ' (8 .2 2 )
and the quadratic terms in the Lagrangian are 
"f —  <3^1 C?0
^  ^ V ^  W
4- Ip (/*■ 4 -A.-^cS ~ \  X"
(8.23)
h,’’ - m '^4' -  (/I +  (8.24)
4 Xtfe*’ ~  Cm  * (8.25)
As before (chapter 7) we have neglected cross terms 
e(2^c and 2e_%, ^  4- i© •
We proceed as before, separating C-a^è into the 4 
sectors (Higgs,gauge bosons, Fadeev-Popov ghosts and fermions).The 
gauge boson and ghost sectors are identical to those of chapter 7.
The scalar sector: after Fourier transforming the matrix A 
has the transform
I (8.26)
I  -  I W k Z  t  4 -  - a  V
Where t i  s  y X .  *  &.A..
Using tr In A = In det A we obtain
4 r V v f t  —  ^  '•'Lf Hv #^ -^4
4- -  VftC"+ "h
(8.27)
T
which gives a contribution to (after using (7.61)) of
-  ^  t>zfc_lhS>'T'' —  32:
*\Q \r.
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The fermion sector is
-4 ot (8.28)
where o*- =  4r &c_
The matrix D is now
O s  —  —  ^ y  4- otY* (8.29)
Hence
(8.30)
T
which gives a contribution to of
- 4 -  5: H l ü  ^  3 i  -
? *\o G
From chapter 7 we find the contribution of the gauge vector 
bosons and Fadeev-Popov ghosts to be
_ 1  ■eIx'^ 4- 3 I-io "LY
T
is therefore given by
2 2 2 
for m , m y  < <  T
Together with the tree terms (8.22) we find
v ( c o  ^  4 - . I . X 4 2  -
—  (W&4 Z W p )  (8.33)
where
*  m ’- 4- (8.34)
and ^  s  .v-C-^ c.  ^ w  s  -t eA«,
Minimising V( C2^ ) :
C - O  ^  0 6  ^  O  S    r  ]
^  , (8.35)
The critical temperature, T^, is thus given by
^  r»AX ^ ( i C ^ e A c t ]  (8.36)
I.e.
»  %  (8.37)
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The number densities for bosons and fermions are given by
"N *  -  (8.38)
s  —  (8.39)
Hence K I  =- 4 r  4- (8.40)
“  -Îj t ’ 4 - e M  (8.41)
We also have the condition for equilibrium
%  =  °  (8.42)
and
(8.43)
which gives at %  = 0,
— <2,1^ \ S ^  ^  4* 4- =  O
Hence, at 0c, = 0
n + n = 0 (8.44)
That is, the total 'charge' coupled to the U(l) gauge field is 
zero.
(8.37) and (8.40) give
t k  =  —  I TV'' I (8.45)
T^ is the temperature at which symmetry is restored. From (8.45) 
we can now see that for
(■Ky =  \ k \ -  (8.46)
symmetry restoration will be prevented. Thus a high enough density 
can ensure that there is no restoration of symmetry.
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Chapter 9: Electroweak Theory
Having discussed the behaviour of the simple Higgs model at 
finite temperature and density we move on in this chapter to 
study the more realistic model of the Salam-Weinberg-Glashow 
standard electroweak theory.
A bosonic chemical potential y c  is coupled to the U(l) of 
weak hypercharge. Fermionic chemical potentials are introduced 
coupled to the various SU (2) x U(l) invariants which may be 
constructed from the quark and lepton doublets and singlets.
The terms to be introduced into the Lagrangian are then
( J  is the Higgs scalar doublet)and
4 Aul
(^6,1 +(other generations) (9.2)
i = 1, 2, 3 label the quark colours.
For simplicity we assume that the same chemical potentials 
couples to all generations. The generalization to a situation in 
which different chemical potentials are coupled to each generation 
is simple.
The rest of the Lagrangian is
4r
( other generations ) + ( Fadeev- Popov terms)
(9.3)
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As usual we make the shift
■ ^  ^  ( S c V  ^  (9.4)
As before we expect the U(l) gauge field to develop a non­
zero expectation value and so we make the shift
^  ^  ^  4- / S Ù  (9'5)
The fields will not develop non-zero expectation values 
because the chemical potentials are U(l) factors affecting only 
the U(l) field, ^  .
After these shifts we get
I w  =  o.e)
and the relevant quadratic terms
-  (y^ Cw') [  -  V  +  ^ V -
-  â*.
-  die. t "  4
_  .L ^  4- X 0 '  —
-  X  +  1 . X 0 C  - ( ; k
_ ^  +  X 0 C  ~  (JX
4  W i ^ o  — 0 x . ' > o O ’\')
+  (jx
-V  O )'’ ü ^ . 0 2 "  4
4  4 -
-  t : - ^ ( V ü i ' ) ( ' > - V i ' ' )
(9.7)
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As before we separate ^  into its various sectors. The
methods and results of chapter 8 give
TT
<\o
where
and
-  ^
(9.8)
^ ^  K3f (9.9)
('t') =  lA^ 4- ^rs~ 4  «s'^  4
(9.10)
N is the number of generations.
(j
Number densities n , n^.n^, n^ , n^ , are given by
(\p = _  (9.11)
The effective potential is minimised with respect to 0 ^  to 
give an expression for the critical temperature, T^ :
\ ç C « 0  (9.12)
We also have the condition for equilibrium
(9.11),(9.12) and (9.13) give
(9.13)
n^ + n^ - n^ ” "f ^ 2 ^ ^3 ” T  ^  ~ ^ (9.14)
i.e. the total weak hypercharge is zero.
The critical scalar density required to prevent the 
restoration of symmetry at high temperatures is
^  A_-r^ [ ^ ^ 4  +  % x ]  (9.15)
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"n is related to the fermion densities by (9.14). In particular 
if we assume that the only large asymmetry was due to neutrinos 
then we could set n ^ , n^, n^, and n^ to zero and would have
n c: n^ —  n^ - n ^
Then (9.15) gives the critical neutrino asymmetry to prevent
symmetry restoration at high temperatures. This result is in order
of magnitude agreement with previous estimates (9.1,9.2,9.3) though 
not in precise agreement because a complete set of chemical 
potentials was not included in previous calculations.
The Higgs Scalar Density
The Higgs scalar density was introduced to balance the weak 
hypercharge of the neutrinos. In this section we discuss the 
possibility that this density could be a real density in a 
closed universe, rather than a fictitious density, to simulate zero 
charge coupled to the massless U(l) gauge field,in an open 
universe.
At finite temperature,the decay rate P* of a scalar field 
of mass into light particles is given by ( iief 9.4)
r  ^  J t '^+ (9.16)
where C. (9.17)
where g^ is the coupling constant for the decay vertex. Most 
scalars decay when
r  ^  H  (9.18)
where H is the Hubble constant given by
• vT-
(9.19)
with the energy density and G the gravitational constant.
If Higgs scalar decay occurs for T »  m^(anid we shall see that
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this is the case) then the energy density is radiation dominated
and p -
(9.20)
with ^ as in (9.9).
If we take ^ 100 (9.21)
then _^"L
n  ^    (9.22)
where m^^ is the Planck mass,
M,, = q  \0 q & V  (9.23)
Using (9.16,9.18,9.22) for T »  m^ we estimate that most
Higgs scalars decay when T = where
- r y  ^  (9.24)
\U
Also if 0  ff is the dominant 0  decay mode, where f
is a quark or lepton, then
(9.25)
where is the fine structure constant.
Taking m 10 GeV for the Higgs scalar, and m^ ww
2 GeV leads to
T^ 6 X 10^ GeV (9.26)
(with a larger Higgs scalar mass, and decay into,say, top quarks, 
the value for T^ would be even larger).
It is thus not consistent to assume a Higgs scalar asymmetry 
persisting to temperatures of the order of the electroweak scale 
( ^  100 GeV).
We cannot therefore assume that the weak hypercharge of a 
neutrino asymmetry was neutralized by a real Higgs scalar density 
(in a closed universe) at temperatures less than T^ of (9.26).
In equilibrium, thermal effects can recreate densities of
3
Higgs scalars and their anti-particles of order T , but no 
asymmetry,i.e. excess of particles over anti-particles can arise 
in this way.
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It is not possible to assume the existance of a large neutrino 
asymmetry in a closed universe surviving at electroweak scale. This 
is because the Higgs scalar asymmetry needed to neutralize the 
weak hypercharge of the neutrinos would have long since decayed.
Then drastic cosmological inflation would have to occur, driven 
by the net weak hypercharge, which would provide a long-range 
force in the symmetric phase. This would dilute any existing baryon 
asymmetry to a negligible value, with no possibility of regenerating 
it at these low temperatures ( 100 GeV). A large neutrino
asymmetry would, however, be acceptable in an open universe where 
'charge* neutrality is not required (9.5), and could prevent 
symmetry restoration at high temperatures, as discussed above and 
by several earlier authors (9.1,9.2,9.3,9.6).
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Chapter 10: Grand Unified Theories
We illustrate the situation in grand unified theories by
considering the SU(5) x U(l) — > SU(5) transition in the
chain of symmetry breaking:
80(10) — 4  SU(5) X U(l) SU(5) — > SU(3)xSU(2)xU(l)
Let the spontaneous symmetry breaking be produced by a Higgs 
scalar (0 which couples to the U(l) gauge field with strength k.
( 0  may belong,for example, to a 16 or 126 of 80(10)) (Rajpoot
(10.1)).
V  LXA'-g (10.1)
where in terms of 80(10) gauge fields (ref. 10.1)
f/' •  +  K . 0  -  A t  - K t  (10.2)
A bosonic chemical potential is introduced in the usual way, 
that is we make the substitution
- 4  > 0  -  VM  (10.3)
in t V -
Fermionic chemical potentials are introduced via
+ other generations (10.4)
Again we make the assumption, for simplicity, that the same 
chemical potentials couple to all generations. A generalisation to 
the case where different chemical potentials couple to each 
generation is simple. For example the term of would
become
where the generations are labelled by g.
is the*right-handed neutrino* from the 16 of 80(10).
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After performing the usual calculations we obtain
4  Cm , -  ^ 5 A < T ]  -  ^ C ' ^ A c  (10.6)
N is the number of generations, g the gauge coupling constant 
G
for A ^  , A is the expectation value of A° and
( <  o'). (10.8)
Generalising to the case in which different generations have 
different chemical potentials coupled to them would give 
%  =  4- . ^ < 2 ^  _
— : ù  -c l o Ç u ^  -
+ (/N -
(10.9)
Minimising with respect to and using the
equilibrium condition
^  =  O  (10.10)
gives us the critical scalar asymmetry
^  ( % - X  4 (10.11)
and the equilibrium condition ;
i"l O  " l " 5  l " l  I "  = ° (10-12)
where %  =  —  (10.13)
and ^»c ” — “ 1,5,10 (10.14)
For 0  in the 16 of 80(10) k = ^  8 (10.15)
and for in the 126 of 80(10) k = 5 g (10.16)
For 8U(5) invariant asymmetries, the difference of the 
baryon number density,n^, and the lepton number density, n^ , 
is given by (ref 10.2)
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Afe -  «'u =  +  4  4- l\, (10.17)
Thus the critical density to prevent symmetry restoration at 
high temperatures is
(10.18)
This is in agreement with the result of ref.(10.2) 
when k = ^  g, as appropriate to the 16 of 80(10). It is a general 
feature that omission of the chemical potential for the symmetry 
breaking Higgs scalar does not significantly alter the calculated 
value for the critical fermion density, provided a complete set of 
fermion chemical potentials has been included. However, the 
physical interpretation changes if the Higgs scalar density is a 
real one. Inclusion of different chemical potentials would not 
alter the condition (10.18).
As in the case of electroweak theory we must now determine 
whether the Higgs scalar density balancing the U(l) charge of the 
fermions can be a real density, or whether it must be regarded as 
a fictitious density to simulate zero * charge* coupled to the 
massless U(l) gauge field.
The temperature, T^, at which this Higgs scalar asymmetry 
would decay can be estimated as follows.(Thereafter there could at 
most be thermal densities of Higgs scalars and their anti-particles 
but no asymmetry,i.e. no excess of particles over anti-particles.) 
We assume T^ «  m ^  as we shall see shortly that this is 
the case.
We can use (9.16) and (9.18) in the calculation of T^ except 
that now we can no longer assume that the energy density ^  is 
radiation dominated as in (9.20). Instead we assume that ^ is 
dominated by the Higgs scalar density. ( This resembles the decay 
of out-of-equilibrium gravitinos (10.3))
Thus ^  ^
0X0.19)
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for an asymmetry of the order of the critical asymmetry of (10.11).
We obtain ^
A Higgs scalar in the 126 of SO(10) ( which can give a mass 
to as well as breaking the SU(5) x U(l) symmetry ) will
undergo the decay
(0 k'R.Vu. (10.20)
with the * right-handed neutrinos* subsequently decaying to 
neutrinos and photons. The coupling g ^ for this vertex is 
related to the Majorana mass m^ of the right- handed neutrino and 
the mass m^ of the U(l) gauge field in the SU(5) symmetric phase
^  ^  (10.21)
“ ft
with (10.22)
and k as in (10.1)
Thus ^
MU JL (
^  (10.23)
For a Higgs scalar belonging to the 126 of 80(10), k coincides 
with the 8U(5) coupling constant in a standard normalisation, so we 
estimate
o4w: ^  l/ao (10.24)
Even for m^ = m^ (and in general m^ may be very much less 
than m^) (10.23) implies that T^ is less than m ^  provided
m  ^  is greater than
~  (10.25)
We therefore expect T^ to be less than m ^  and it is 
consistent to suppose that there existed a real Higgs scalar 
asymmetry, at least down to the temperature at which the 8U(5)xU(l)
— ^  SU(5) transition would have occurred at zero density.
Below this temperature the question of symmetry restoration does 
not arise.
When Higgs scalar decay occurs entropy is generated by the 
reheating of the universe.
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Let be the temperature after the entropy released by Higgs 
decay has been thermalized and assume a Higgs scalar energy 
density as in (10.19). Then
/%) (10.26)
^  refers to the degrees of freedom light compared with 
T . Thus the increase in entropy is
-  W
or, using (10.26)
0/4
&  -  /S f  -  ^S t  [jt>i I M t
(10.28)
For a grand unified scale close to the Planck mass, and a 
comparatively light 'right-handed neutrino' this can be rather 
large. For m m^ m^^ and ^  100 we can achieve
31 10® +.r Me  6  (1 0 .2 9 )
A Majorana mass for of this order is compatible (ref
10.4) with a mass for V|_ of ^  10  ^ eV. It is therefore
possible that entropy generation, through the decay of a grand
unified Higgs scalar asymmetry, may have diluted the baryon
number and lepton number to photon number ratio by as much as 
-10
10 . In that case, the present very small baryon number
asymmetry may have arisen from an asymmetry of order 1, before 
the Higgs scalar decay took place. The considerations of this 
last paragraph apply whether or not the Higgs scalar asymmetry 
was large enough to prevent symmetry restoration, provided it
3
was of order T . They might apply in the absence of a Higgs 
scalar asymmetry, if the Higgs scalars dropped out of equilibrium 
for T m ^  .
In theories,like SU(5) and 80(10) grand unified theories.
where B - L is conserved or nearly conserved, an initial n^ - n^
3
of order T ,as in (10.18),would normally (refs. 10.5,10.6) 
result in a final (n^^ and both of order T^. For example.
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when B - L is conserved but B + L is thermalized efficiently ( ref.
10.6) the final values (n^)^ and (n^)^ of n^ and n^ are 
related to the initial value (n^ - n^)^ of n^ - n^ by
® *  %  C "• (10.30)
In the present context there is some B - L violation from 
the ’right-handed neutrino’ mass, but this will be insignificant 
when m^ c < m^ , as assumed above.
If, on the other hand, the ’right-handed neutrino’ were to 
be heavy ( m^  ^ m^ ), then the entropy generation discussed 
above would not be large. In that case, the B - L violation from 
the ’right-handed neutrino’ mass would be more important, and we 
might expect n^ to relax to zero before a small value was re­
generated at the SU(5) grand unification scale, in the usual way.
To conclude; it may be that a fermionic asymmetry of order
3
T was neutralized by a grand unified Higgs scalar asymmetry,so
that there was no ’charge’ density coupled to massless gauge
fields. In that case the decay of the Higgs scalar asymmetry at a
later stage may have greatly diluted the baryon number asymmetry,
-10
perhaps by as much as 10 . Thus the present small baryon
3
number may have arisen from an initial asymmetry of order T .
This is an alternative to the usual scenario where a small
baryon number is generated from zero by baryon number violating
3
interactions. Here, a large baryon number density (of order T )
is diluted to its present value by entropy production. As has
been particularly emphasised by Wilczek (10.5) and by Dolgov and
Linde (10.6), it is entirely possible, with appropriate initial
conditions, for there to have been baryon number and lepton number
3
asymmetries of order T surviving when the baryon and lepton 
number violating interactions froze out.
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Chapter 11: Supersymmetry
This chapter, and those following are devoted to the question 
of phase transitions in supersymmetric theories. The notion of 
supersymmetry is a relatively new one and in the interests of 
completeness we present,in this chapter, a brief review of the 
ideas and techniques which go to make up supersymmetric theories.
The supersymmetry is a symmetry between integer spin particles, 
bosons, and half-integer spin particles, fermions.
As a simple first example we construct an action with scalar 
and spinor fields and supersymmetry involving kinetic terms only.
The kinetic term for a scalar field, S, is
Ss -  (11.1)
and that for a fermion field, , is 
'4 =Xu, = (11.2)
There are obvious differences: contains two derivatives,
Xvv only one; is a Grassman field, S a normal field; and
finally has the phase invariance
(11.3)
while has none.
The task we have set ourselves is to find a set of trans­
formations between, in this case, spinless and spin 1/2 fields 
which leaves the sum of their kinetic terms invariant.
Consider the following Lagrangian
(11.4)
where S and P are two scalar fields and X -  is a Majorana spinor 
field.
There are two global phase invariances:
X -  X -  (11.5)
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and (^S 4- 6.^^ C S  4- (1 1 .6 )
Any further invariance will involve transformations changing 
the spinless fields S and P into the spinor field X  , Such a 
transformation has two characteristics:
1) the transformation parameter must be a Grassman spinor 
field, , say, a global infinitesimal Majorana spinor parameter.
2) the transformation of S and P must involve no derivative 
operator and that 6 f X- must involve one since the fermion kinetic 
term has one less derivative than the scalar kinetic term.
We are led to
S (s o. = ;z w\x
where M is some 4 x 4  matrix. As no 4 vector indices are involved 
it can only contain 1 or ^ 5  . We fix it to be
SS =  CL X  (1 1 .8 )
"î ? = c\> C* X (11.9)
where a and b are unknown coefficients.
Then
% 1  5 L b 5 X
(11.10)
To find the variation of X  we first note that
% [ t  (11.11)
upto surface terms.
The variation of the Lagrangian (11.4) is
St - p SŸ. 4  4 LbXPw 4
. (11.12)
~ — V*-«»- + Lb^ V'T’^ +%y!
(11.13)
where a partial integration has been performed in going from
(11.12) to (11.13).
Thus "SL changes only by a total divergence if S X  obeys
V  SxY'* + CL as 5; 4 Ü. oFs'Sç « o
^  ^ (11.14)
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A solution is
%1C  5  —  L V
(11.15)
We have found a set of transformations between spin 0 and 
spin 1/2 fields which leaves the sum of their kinetic terms 
invariant.We must now test that these transformations close to 
form a group.
Consider
[  S  »  (11.16)
—
Similarly
(11.17)
Thus,since the transformations msut be the same for S, P and 
X  , we find
&2 = (11.18)
We see that the effect of two symmetry transformations on
S and P is a translation by an amount Lc!*"
^  ' (11.20)
I.e.
(11-21)
(after using the anti-commutator of ^  matrices).
The first term on the right-hand side of (11.21) is that for 
which we were looking, but we have acquired an extra term. To 
eliminate this term we must enlarge the definition of in
(11.15). Consider the redefinition:
%%, zs- CL^É —  L\> P
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where / v \
O e x W  4- (11.23)
The relations (11.16) and (11.17) are unchanged. By
choosing
(11.24)
and S = —  C o ? ’ S t , (11.25)
we find
[ < ; , 7 S . l ( F o r C ^ V  (“ .26)
and, using our new definition of %X, (11.22),that
^ (11.27)
as required.
Now, though,we must modify the Lagrangian (11.4) to make that 
invariant. The Lagrangian
is invariant under the supersymmetry transformations
S s (11.29)
% Ÿ (11.30)
b P =  a > K (11.31)
(11.32)
and (11.33)
which all satisfy
(11.34)
The effect of two supersymmetry transformations (11.34) is a 
translation. Since the supersymmetry parameters are spinors the 
generators of the supersymmetry transform are spinors. The Poincare 
group is therefore enlarged to include the supersymmetry generators.
The F and G fields have no kinetic terms; they serve as 
auxiliary fields which are totally uncoupled for the free theory.
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We have found a group of transformations between spin 0 and 
spin 1/2 fields which leaves their kinetic Lagrangian part in - 
variant. This was achieved at the expense of introducing auxiliary 
fields F and G. These, however, are easily eliminated in practice 
by using the equations of motion.
Having demonstrated the existance of supersymmetry trans­
formations we move on to introduce superfields, leaving more 
rigorous treatment of the derivation of supersymmetry transform­
ations, their algebra and superfields to the reviews of Fayet and 
Ferrara (11.1) and Wess and Bagger (11.2).
Superfields
A superfield may be thought of as a power series in ^ , the 
transformation parameter, a two component Weyl spinor field.
A scalar superfield, S, has the form
S  -  4 4
»  i  <a. 4  4  (11.35)
where
\r' ^  ' (11.36)
051 = A - iB is a scalar field, is a Weyl spinor field
and ^  = F + iG is an auxiliary field.
The useful property of superfields is that under the super­
symmetry transformations the coefficient of the highest power of
^  is mapped onto a total derivative.
Suppose that the field corresponding to the highest power of 
^  is then
•= (11.37)
where X  is some Fermi field.
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Then it follows that the quantity
(11-38)
is invariant under the supersymmetry transformations. This property 
allows us to construct Lagrangians which are invariant under the 
supersymmetry transformations.
It also means that we shall only require the last component 
field obtained in products of superfields.
Full details of superfields and their full -expansions can be
found in (11.1) and (11.2). We quote the necessary results for
scalar superfields here;
4  c O p  =  Fi »  ti'ÿî (11.39)
+  u-c.)
-  ^  'A j  ^  '*•
-
(11.40)
where ~  ^  I (11.41)
^  is a 4 component Majorana field with the
property
Î C  5-i -  (11.42)
■ ^ [ s i S i S t  +  o-tCa.-3j 4 X t > )
'Iw +- k, Î k  E L  +
4  ^  (îL 4
(11.43)
The subscript F indicates that the last term in the expansion 
is the term.
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We shall also need
I s i ^ s - X  »
__ ^  ^  (11.44)
where the subscript D indicates that the last term is the
term, (The F part is the coefficient of
^  ; the D part the coefficient of )
"L *"
Using (11.40),(11.43) and (11.44) we can construct the most
general supersymmetric renormalizable Lagrangian involving only 
scalar superfields. It is
Î. ®  C  Sv S\3^ V  t  ^ 3
(11.45)
In terms of component fields this becomes
^  _ L  4  .V  X  4 -  b . c . " )
—  -4 4- U.c..')
-  ^ijV. (I\L %  5.V. -  : 5 c  0[)%5 % k )
(11.46)
where the coupling constants m^^ and g^.^ are symmetric in their 
indices.
The auxiliary fields are eliminated by means of their Euler 
equation:
-= «r O
(11.47)
Then becomes
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X  =  x ^ c s - t r a i  -  i
—  t v  tj -  y^v. (j^ i €j î t  -  c%L 5-, y»
- ± | K v  X  r ^ a ,  -»-3CjViCS.jav.\’- 4,)
The potential is 
x î ^ î ^  =  1 *■ '*' OL)0-fe y*"
(11.50)
It is always greater than, or equal to, zero; this is one con­
sequence of supersymmetry.
A vector superfield has the form
V & 4 LüDeX -V
where we have defined
tr 'e «  %  (11.52)
^  ^  ^  'tT «K. (11.53)
is a vector field, X  a Weyl spinor field and D is an
auxiliary field.
It has the free supersymmetric Lagrangian
X o    A. X X  4r JL_r^
t ^  (11.54)
where now X  is a Majorana spinor.
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Gauge Invariant Interactions 
Consider the Lagrangian
1  =  S o  4- Sv* ^  l o e  (11-55)
where S o  - - -+ ^  4- JL (11.56)
Sfe - ^  ^ *♦' + U.c. (11.57)
and ^ (11.58)
It is invariant under the U(I) gauge transformation
S i  -» a ? ‘^ ‘^ ^Sv (11.59)
V  -4 V  4- -oCX - K " )  (11.60)
where the parameter, A  , behaves as a scalar superfield under
supersymmetry transformations.
is evaluated in the Wess-Zumino gauge (ref 11.1) where
3
V = 0, so that
*  [ S i ^ S t  - ' Z - S i . s t S i . v  4 - Z ^ S t S i V ' ^ ]
(11.61)
In terms of component fields 
S  = .  _ x > c v ' ’'  *  L  X  4 .  x t ) ' -
4 - x î r 3 i  4  x ^ ^ o C t T b ^  l b * -
- C^i (at X $u,<- -4 k 4.) 4. X  ^iCSit o c^v.
^  (X-cî. 4- b.c.')
4 X(*.jj (Oi'îi 4-V.c..') —  X.\i^ îv/c î^w)
4- X ^ ;^ V l ( < 3 l i Q l j ' J t e  4  U .C . ' )
“  (Ai
(11.62)
where now the are left-handed Majorana spinors.
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The covariant derivatives are defined by
0^ » V  4 (11-63)
The auxiliary fields are eliminated by their Euler equations:
^  ^ ^  =. o
(11.64)
As before (11.48)
4- <3.^  =  O  (11.65)
and now
b 4 x^^cafcsii = o  (11.66)
We arrive at the most general possible Lagrangian with 
supersymmetric invariance and U(l) gauge invariance
i  . * i s r v xIV " -L.
4 -t b'^ o-L 4 1 Esi
&u,L +  X.t')
"  5'4«- C ^ L  $L,k -  Y ç  ^ k )
|Xi, 4  a j  4
-  i  ( %  <  ( ^ 1 T
(11.67)
(there is a summation over i)
The covariant derivatives are defined as
t=r L (11.67a)
^  Ic,-. = V  3c, L (11-676)
Note that if U(l) symmetry is not to be broken then 
m^j = 0 for g^ + gj f 0 and
Sljk = ° 1°’^ Si + gj + gk f 0.
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General Supersymmetric Grand Unified Theory
Having shown the situation for a U(l) gauge theory we now 
consider the case of a general gauge theory.
Let the vector supermultiplet be V^, and let be a left 
chiral supermultiplet corresponding to the representation of the
gauge group with generators t^. Let the generators of the adjoint
representation be
( V b c  = - 1 fabc (11-58)
The generalised gauge transformation is
S  ^  (11.69)
V — V
and e. e. e. (11.70)
where
/X. -  /Vet.. (11.71)
and NJ «  Vo. fcc. (11.72)
(11.70) is an extension of the gauge transformation (11.60).
The Lagrangian is
Î  1 , *  (11.73)
where
o’
- 4  -b  4  a t  b " " 4  I
4  w . c \  4  ^ ( ü - b c a .
We have defined
t> -  (11.75)
\  ~ X c  (11.76)
and the covariant derivatives are
^  (11*77)
=  V X  4. X l  (11.78)
■= ' ^ C Q L  4- (11.79)
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4  X i  •  V t i  . -.aY-î..-,
and 3  \ y ^  -  \/'^/K - 4  YU, %,"] (11.81)
In general we would expect Xçg to have the form
3^76 “ S H ,  4  aAi^V.[Si.SjSklF (11.82)
=  (cs-l'^k ■uV.e.')) —  a  fu.L
4  ^  ( . A ^ v  ( 3 l (  4 *  u . c . ' )
—  V & L \ U  (  ^ L / L  3 u / ,  A k  -  > - I u , v .  4  l u )  ^ 0
(11.83)
where the d^^^ are totally symmetric invariant tensors with 
respect to the internal symmetry group.
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Chapter 12: Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking in
Supersymmetric Theories
As in previous chapters dealing with non-supersymmetric 
theories we are primarily concerned with theories exhibiting the 
spontaneous breaking of a U(l) gauge symmetry.
In this chapter we discuss symmetry breaking in two models 
in which a U(I) gauge symmetry is broken.
In the first breaking is produced by a term. However,
as we shall see, supersymmetry may also be broken in this model.
Consider the Lagrangian
I  = 4  [  (12.1)
This is the most general Lagrangian we can construct
containing a single charged Higgs scalar. ^  ^
would break the U(l) symmetry automatically.
Since = D is neutral we are able to introduce the
[ 1 V ] D term.
In terms of component fields the Lagrangian (12.I) 
becomes
X  — — -4- 4- 4 -  Y  ^
4 x 3" %  4  4 L  t u  r t y  $ u
-  IJÏ Eu  4 U . C  4
k •Z)
where,following the convention of Fayet and Ferrara (12.1) we have 
defined the complex field
(12.3)
The covariant derivative is
C y  =  V  4  •'-a-V- (12.4)
Using the equations of motion for *5 and D we find
X  = O  / 4- ^  »  o  • (12.5)
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(12.2) becomes
4  c gLf"t).!&u -  Co-JI C<ÿ""x Î U  +  U.C.)
-  ^ 4 <u 9540\"
(12.6)
Consider the potential
V(<2f) =' X 4  «.<2J4<2J|*' (12.7)
If has the expectation value a , then a is given by
M l  •=. o
^|9S*ou (12.8)
i.e. ( ?  4- «.o T O o  ^ *  O  (12.9)
i.e. 0 - 3 : 0  j ^ 9^  m —  X.  (12.10)
€j
^  t  >  O  then cx « o  and <  D >  o  (12.11)If
Thus for O y  Ç5 has a vanishing vacuum expectation
value but the auxiliary field D has not: supersymmetry is broken 
but the U(l) gauge symmetry is preserved.
When ^  0 . ^ 0  and D "  6  .The U(l) gauge
symmetry is broken while supersymmetry is conserved. •
The second model exhibiting spontaneous symmetry breaking of 
a U(l) gauge symmetry has three scalar superfields, one neutral, 
one positive and one negative.
We employ the Lagrangian used by Wess and Bagger (12.2) 
namely
X Xo —
4- -vU.c.3 ^
(12.12)
In terms of component fields this becomes
I  = 4  4  X
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4X3*"^ 4 4 uU.rVH'
4  X  ? “  Î *  4  X ^ ^ 0 .4  4  L  ( J c  4 +
4 x î l 5 _  4 x ' ^ a r ' s > 4 a .  4 i
4  Vt ( a ;  4.+ 4 w.c.) -  LC ( a t  X 4 - 4 w.c.3
4  X  ^  0 ^ 4  ^  —  X % . CSl"^ V O- _
4 X ( x - 3  4 X T )
4  - ^ K \ a  ( o . ?  4  W . c . " )  —
4 X lA ( OL.* ?_ 4 Q._ "5-jr 4 X. t _ X W> V(._
4 X ^((3.+ Ol.TÇ 4 ca._^^* 4 QlCX^ .^ _ 4 w.c.)
—  3  ( A  U-4 4  ft*. U/_ ((/ 4  ft_U- 1^4 )
-  t-5 (is iû^î» 't'_ 4 Sc + %_'+\ ^ i r )
(12.13)
OL =  ft —  c IS, (12.14)
^w. ^ 4  »  ®.4 —  le. 01*. (12.15)
^  (&._ =  V  ®-- ■*■'6® - ^  ®. - (12.16)
and similarly for the t fields, which are left-handed Majorana 
spinors. The notation has been simplified.
The equations of motion give:
4- X  A- t^o -f -  o
"Sj. + iaQI— "f — GL =. o  
^  ï^ C5^ 4- •V'^ CSl^ .CfiL » o
T:) +" €. (^  C3LX OL4. —  Oîlcs.. ’^  -  o  (12.17)
The Lagrangian becomes :
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4 x V a ^ iT a  4 x ^ a X b *a ., + x ^ d L t i '“a _
4 L ÎÎ Y*" '('f 4 I  Û^ _Y^ ÇcU'_
4 te. (O-c Xt IWc 4 W c!) — Xe'V— -vU.c..)
_. j_ ,Ao ÿP _.j_ ^ TScNk-
^ *r
—  5  ( A ^ 4  4^- t  4  A-H^'Vx')
- 4  t 5  ( s  t f c X s H ' -  +  % 4  3 _ ) f ,  4 -  4  s 3 t , U - 4 " )
— -W  ^X 4  M* 03 4  ^  0-4 CL -  \
- 1 1  4 \ a - f  )  \ K 4 f)CX\'
—  V O c C  —  \ 0 — I ')
(12.18)
Vacuum expectation values a, a^, a_ of Qt , Q.^ > Q  for
which 5  , J 4. , 5 - = 0 signal supersymmetric minima of the
potential.
Thus we obtain
X  4 -  M ^ e u  ^  OL,*, OL— 3  O
o-_ Aft 4. c  o  (12.19)
0-4. (*ft » O
with solutions
1 ) =  Cl. _  s o  . Ol =  —
Ko
(12.20)
2) OL4r « * 4 ^ »  -- j r C X  ^
The first solution does not break the U(l) symmetry while the
second does.
Also for conservation of supersymmetry we require
<  0  >  =  O  (12.21)
which yeilds \o.*v\"*’ “  \ ^ * “ \^ (1 2 .2 2 )
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A Supersymmetric Higgs Model At Finite Temperature and Density
The Lagrangian (12.1)
i  =  t u  -  (12.23)
exhibits spontaneous symmetry breaking of the U(l) gauge symmetry 
when ^ O  .
In analogy with the non-supersymmetric case of chapter 8 we 
study the symmetry behaviour of this model at high densities and 
temperatures.
In terms of component fields the Lagrangian (12.23) is 
1  =  _ x v * ' ' v ^  4  t X t  4
4  L  I t .  —  ( Ç (  X  î u  W . c )
-  -W ( i  4  A  f))'
(12.24)
where (Zf = ^  ( A  - iB) and are the complex scalar
field and left-handed Majorana spinors associated with the super- 
fiéld S.
X|^ is a right-handed Majorana spinor.
The covariant derivatives are
9 - l b  -
A chemical potential may be coupled to the Noether current of 
the U(l) gauge symmetry:
y  -  l u  ^  0 )  (12.26)
Because of the supersymmetry of the Lagrangian there is no 
conserved (or approximately conserved) current density involving 
only fermions. Consequently, we have a chemical potential coupled 
to both fermions and bosons together. We therefore introduce, into
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the Hamiltonian, the term -yxjo . As for the case of non-super 
-symmetric theories this results in the shift
- y .  in (12.27)
for the boson part and the inclusion of a term
(12.28)
for the fermion part.
The calculation of V is carried out in the same manner as
eff
for non-supersymmetric theories. We allow an expectation value 
for the time component of the gauge field
>  =  V t  (12.29)
and shift the scalar field by its expectation value
4  >  =  çfc (12.30)
The zero temperature effective potential is
SÏ —  —  eVc)
(12.31)
and the one loop temperature effective potential is
^  T  (12.32)
'•A -  -  w
We find
=  -  f l
where
where N and N„ are the numbers of degrees of freedom of boson and 
15 r
fermion fields respectively.
It should be noted here that in the non-supersymmetric 
theories we neglected radiative corrections on the grounds that 
they were at least an order of magnitude smaller than other terms 
in the effective potential to one loop order. In the case of super 
-symmetric theories, however, the problem does not arise at all. 
Exact supersymmetry does not allow radiative corrections, they can
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not arise when supersymmetry is exact.
We now carry out the familar treatment of V
eft
Minimising with respect to (2^ :
_  o  • 4   ^ ] 4
^e- • (12,35)
■=* «Be =  <3, e C  *  -  ■ ^ ] ( ® ’Î4.ift'^'f-Ci*.-e.v4 ]
The critical temperature is given by 
*-t ^  -  I / " - » -  ®  (12.36)
—  4  Cy* —  tVe) ^  (12.37)^  Tc' -
For T >  T^ the only solution is = 0 and the system is
in the symmetric phase.
For T <  T
c
« t  =  .  t [ ( ^
becomes the value of giving the minimum of the system
is in the oisymmetric phase, the U(l) gauge symmetry is broken. 
The number density, n, is given by 
t\ ss —
V
■ =  a « C  O k  - a V c )  4  J f c O *  - e V c ) T ' -
At T tS^ = 0 so
<  ■  &
and symmetry restoration will be prevented if
, % ivr-’
(12.39)
fv
(12.40)
(12.41)
For equilibrium
SS —  ^ c .
- (/>“ — e V e ^  4- ^  —  O.'^C^T^
— e. r\
where J is an external source introduced to stabilize the system, 
c
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It is a device to take account of the fact that ’charge' 
neutrality is not required by long range forces in an open 
universe. (Haber and Weldon 12.3 and Kapusta 12.4)
The Three Field Model At Finite Temperature and Density
The model described by the Lagrangian (12.12) also exhibits 
U(l) gauge symmetry breaking. In this section we study the 
behaviour of such a model at high temperatures and densities.
We make a simple extension of the model of Wess and Bagger
(12.12) to the most general possible, with
s  4  4  .fS 4  4
(12.42)
where the chiral superfields , S_ carry opposite charges of the 
U(l) gauge symmetry and S is neutral under this symmetry.
A chemical potential may be coupled to the Noether current of 
thé U(l) gauge symmetry;
jyu r u 4 i, (<zC - V®4 ^4 )
—  L. —  L  gf- —  )
(12.43)
and ^ are the complex scalar fields
^ and left-handed Majorana
spinors associated with the superfields S+.
The gauge covarinat derivative is
=  ( V  4 : (12.44)
and is the gauge field. Thus we introduce the term
- / K j o  (12.45)
to the Hamiltonian density, where yft is the chemical potential. 
Because of the supersymmetry of the Lagrangian there is no con­
served ( or approximately conserved) current density involving
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fermions only. Consequently we have a chemical potential yU , 
coupled to both fermions and bosons.
The Lagrangian is then modified by the shifts
b ® c r _  -» (t>* 4  î ÿ A p f -  (11.46)
and the addition of terms
/ * ( î 4 u ^ * u  -  Î - » .
(12.47)
(see chapter 8)
As usual, the introduction of the chemical potential 
means that it is necessary to allow an expectation value to the 
time component of the gauge field.
In terms of component fields "J, becomes (including the yK 
terms)
X  *  ' t  I  ^  V
-V X  "5 Ï  -V- -V- L
4* ^  V
«Ar J X  ^  4" ^
-  08- ^  V\.c.^
4- e_ (.0% ’0  0 4 -  —  ^  ^ ^
4  (  f  ^  4 ^ ?  )
+  X  »** ( 0  T  4  X .  c)  —
4  4 C Ï _ ' Î 4 .  4 U . C . \  -  X«U..^.(l._
W  A . 7  4  4  -4 L.c.))
- X U  (ftvv,.+_ 4  ft+vû.vv. 4
(continued)
uu
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A. X  u u  ( 4
4 V  (  0 p f  ?  4  U .  c . " )
_  - X Û  (  f r 4  n -  -  L  % 4  Y &  1 4 / )
4  yk  ( 4 v  -  4 -  '('_')
(12.48)
Eliminating auxiliary fields by means of their Euler equations
^  «T O
4 x ^  *. ^ 0 4  xkgf*.g^4j%ÿfff cr O  (12.49)
à L  - O
-r*
X  7 . ^  4r  - 1 -  J% *ft O L .  "V  Vk 0 »  s *  O  (12. 50)
t u* q-
^  = k
^  .4 4  XvK-ai.^ 4  X  W P*. (ÿ = to (12.51)
^  = O -a» -to 4 «.jzCof*. -  fe = o
we arrive at
X  “  — X  V  4  L X ( .  X  X&
w  '
+  V « > ' ^ V ‘ « r  -V V « C  X T / 0 +  4  x>'*0-
X  J t  I * .  ( .  0 *  'V4 X  W c . )  —  J Û  X * .  H>_ 4U .C . )
—  X  « >  -  <zrZ e î - T
- 1 - V ^ (  ^ 4.4-4
- W ( K 4 ^ 4 _ 4 ft*. ?_4 4 ft_4:4,4')
4 L L  C %  U - 4 ^ *  4 i _  t ? 4  U - _ ' K * ' ( '  -t- % _  IW  ' l ç ' ^ 4' )
^  ^  vt vV "+* ^s. ^  LL Y v
u. M-»
— X  4 R  »»e gl 4Vs(tfvÇi- 4
—  ç \ ' ^ * *  4 U 9 f \  (\04\'*' -4 W - C " )  (12.53)
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The zero temperature effective potential, , derived from
this Lagrangian is
a# 4"
- V 4" 'R -V Va.^, 45. U o> ^
4r —  a-2r^ —  {yK 4"
(12.54)
where
ou ^  <<rr> y 0.4 , < t r t >  (12.55)
are the expectation values of 0 ^  , 0 ^  , and <j5 , the
scalar fields associated with S_^ , S and S respectively. We can
assume a,a^ and a to be real, without loss of generality.
T
Veff, the finite temperature effective potential, may be 
calculated by the usual method:
a  ^  It*?-+U'')(<»4 + 4 'Z.(m u  — a.uY" +  (tM*. 4o.V'^3
-  (12 -35 )
4
apart from T terms not involving the expectation values.
The (yA. + eV^)^ terms have cancelled and one loop corrections 
2 2
to (yW.+ gV^) (a^ + a )  have been dropped; they are negligible 
for our purposes because,as we shall see, the critical value of 
^  to prevent symmetry breaking is of order hT or eT.
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Chapter 13: Supersymmetric Grand Unified Theories
For the case of non-supersymmetric grand unified theories we 
illustrated the situation by considering the SU(5) x U(l) — ^ SU(5) 
transition in the chain of symmetry breaking:
SO(IO) -4  SU(5) X U(l) SU(5) ^  SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l)
For supersymmetric grand unified theories we shall also use 
the SU(5) X U(l) SU(5) transition but for each of two cases:
SU(5) X U(l) embedded in SO(IO) and SU(5) x U(l) NOT embedded in 
SO(IO).
We consider first the case of a ’free' SU(5) x U(l) super- 
symmetric grand unified theory, i.e. one that is not embedded in 
a larger gauge group such as 80(10).
To break the symmetry to SU(5) a Higgs field which is an SU(5) 
singlet but charged under U(l) is required. Then S^ ^  ^  and 
[ p terms are disallowed, but a term is possible,
because the D term of the Abelian vector supermultiplet V associated 
with the U(l) factor is neutral with respect to the U(l) charge.
If SU(5) X U(I) is embedded in SO(10) a ^  ^  term would 
break the 80(10) gauge invariance ( the U(l) of SU(5) x U(l) is 
non-Abelian when embedded in 80(10)). However, it is possible to 
arrange symmetry breaking using three Higgs fields with positive, 
negative and neutral charges under the U(l) field. Then we can 
construct terms like
[ s ^ s _ ]  , [ s ^ s s _ ] ,  [ s 3 ]
which have zero charge under the U(l) of SU(5) x U(l) and will not 
break 80(10) gauge invariance.
We shall consider each of these two cases a^ finite temperature 
and potential. The first employing ^  ® breaking, the second 'F- 
type' breaking.
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D Breaking of SU(5) x U(l) ^  SU(5)
The part of the supersymmetric Lagrangian involving the super 
-field S ( for ^ ) » the U(l) gauge field (S is an SU(5) 
singlet) is
t ,  = +  X L A t .  (13.1)
where V is the U(l) vector supermultiplet ( Vy^ ,X  , D ) and k 
is the coupling strength of 'Vl. 0  to the U(l) gauge field.
I s  - w L
4  J Ï W W  ( 0 - 6 X Î U  -  l u X < S )
4. 4. Y  t> (13.2)
where ^ 0  •+ ct (13.3)
and =  V * “ ^  Ç u  (13.4)
In constructing the quark-lepton sector Lagrangian we note 
that only couplings to the U(l) gauge field will be relevant
- other couplings cannot affect the quadratic Lagrangian which is 
all that we need for a one loop calculation.
The supersymmetric Lagrangian we shall need is
Uc,V g. 1 (13.5)
V is the U(l) vector supermultiplet ( Vy^ , X  , D)
is the superfield ( ) where the
P
usual fermion 5,
\ « (13.6)
is the superfield ( ) where is
the usual fermion 10
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O  A t  '
— vt^  O  —  <^1
U x  UL.^  o
A v  A.^  €?' O  J
S^ is the superfield (0,y where ^  =: Xl the
'right-handed neutrino'.
After eliminating auxiliary fields we arrive at:
4  Jv X X  0 p  ^
4 V VVu,^.^ )■%. 4 V“0^
+  J w  \.k,o W ^ x  ^'u,^ -
A- Ù \ ^ ^ w k ^ u  0 '
+  J 1  -  M-'u X Ç b ')
+  X Ç * -  4- t>( 4  *')
(13.8)
where the covariant derivatives are simply those for the U(l) 
factor i.e.
“+■ on 2  (.13.9)
=  4r LV,q on (13.10)
=  .Ar ^  on 1. (13.11)
These, for our purposes, are the only terms which are 
relevant. Other terms will not contribute to the quadratic 
Lagrangian since only Ç0 , the scalar field, develops an 
expectation value.
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The Lagrangian we use is:
2L  g  — 4 -  X
4  - 4
4  J T  L ' c C ^ ^ X ' k .  —  Ü L  X 0 )
4  v- H ' Z p  4
4 Jt X 4"y* — H*u,p Xc5p)
j( Jz I X ( A % p \ k
• 4  i. ï f l . V ‘t ' l -  +
4 Jx V k., ( . < y — U-L X QS' )
-  t p
•4 4  't-i^'^CS' ^
(13.12)
where the last term arises through the elimination of D terms via
i t  = o
>t>
The Noether current for the global phase symmetry
Mi. -> ^  , Cz5 e}^  çi
(13.14)
and so we introduce the chemical potential term in the
Hamiltonian. This leads, in the manner described in chapter 8, to 
the substitution in the Lagrangian
■ ^ . - ^ > 0 "  in (13.15)
and the addition of the term
iïi_ X* Ox. (13.16)
to the Lagrangian.
The Noether current for the phase symmetry
-4, e X *  (13.17)
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(13.18)
The introduction of a term to the Hamiltonian leads
to the substitution
4  Y s
in the Lagrangian and an extra term
T7.Ç y o „ T
(13.19)
(13-20)
For the phase symmetry
•® LK ,, 10 , (Ù LA ^ 1 0
we similarly alter the Lagrangian by
(13.21)
\  ^  *^0 —  ^ 1 0  iK ^ 0 ^  (13.22)
and add a term
-y^io (13-23)
For the phase symmetry
U-u -4 u,'  ^ cJ' _>> e^CZf* (13.24)
we make the substitution
Y o  ' ^ O — ÿ * <  ib (13.25)
and add a term
-y**, CÏ' )• Vb’ (13.26)
to the Lagrangian.
(The different sign on ^ J T  in agreement with conventions 
used by other authors e.g. (13.1))
For a U(l) gauge symmetry there is the symmetry
(Pl. -4 to “ (t-u / «f e > ' ^ 0 (13.27)
U-fiP -4 to'-^^'tw, , flf*" 4. to*''*' (13.28)
Of" -4 (13.29)
< 0-V , of' 4» (13.30)
and there is the Noether current
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4  4-5,p)!''" %"I,p 4  L(b'"' <?p -  V'“ 0p')l
t 9 < n - ' X ? r ' > - “ < ?n ' i ]
4- Vt, r _ 4 . L x " * 4 ' L  + W ( b ^ ® ' + 0 J '  -  oJ'"’b'“ «î')]
^ (13.31)
we introduce to the Hamiltonian the chemical potential yx by 
^ j »  (13.32)
However, this is just a linear combination of the four 
chemical potentials >^^io > introduced above and
so need not be introduced separately.If we were keeping chemical 
potentials corresponding to exact symmetries only then yft would 
be the only chemical potential required.
may be evaluated in the usual manner. We allow an
expectation value for the time component of the U(l) vector gauge
field,
V = <  V >  (13.33)
c O '
and for the U(.l) scalar field
0 c  = < 0 >  (13.34)
The effective potential to one loop order is found to be:
Vtÿ = - ( i Ç Z  4 X 4 tjzîZT -  (/k -tv<,Ÿ0Z
4 4 4 (TVcf4lOk,^4V,)('^4k 0.^]
where ^  (13.36)
where N„, N are the numbers of degrees of freedom of boson and 
b F
fermion fields respectively.
^  2
Neglecting terms like k^  ^ T ( they are at least an order 
smaller than other terms) and ( a constant) we may rewrite
Veff
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"eff - -  H.
■+ ^'1't -<r ^k(>\6'+SV.^ 4-I Ok. +fe,Sl[«t>
—  kV«.) "t (^(yWc +  kfVc!) ■(• lO ^ , 0 — '^ loVc,')
-t- {^i — *‘iVe.')^ 3  (13.37)
Minimising with respect to 0c, yields
s  o  / s ^  3 ^  k4r 1(3 k,^  4- 4" \C
_  1 (13.38)
4- (y*. ^  \c Vc^ \
For T >  T where 
c
Te,'-* t - C ^ - V . V « . Ÿ
CVt+lOK,o+5ky-vW,')W (13.39)
the only solution is C t  = 0 and the system is in the symmetric 
phase.
For T <  T the minimum of V is for 
c eff *
(25^ w  Ju 4- 4-\to\c^ o
L ’■ (13.40)
and the U(l) symmetry is broken.
Number densities are given by
and we have the condition for equilibrium
(13.41)
.ex o
^ V c  (13.42)
These yield
(13.43)
Now
Vic =  , Vc,e *  , W ,  s  . ^ 3  (13.44)
and we obtain the same equilibrium condition as we did for the 
non- supersymmetric case (10.12), namely
I ”l0 + I  "5 * l “l + 1 “ ° ° (13.45)
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'F - Type' Breaking of SU(5) x U(l) SU(5)
In this case the quark-lepton sector of the Lagrangian will
be the same as for the ^  D breaking model.
We introduce a triplet of U(l) scalar superfields S, and
S_ as in chapter 12 and the superpotential
c  JÇS 4r 4" (13.46)
The Lagrangian for the scalar sector is derived from (12.53) 
except that now the D term is
' (13.47)
The chemical potentials for the 5,10 and 1 are as in the 
previous section. For the scalar sector we introduce a chemical 
potential yk  into the Hamiltonian via the term
4. t(.t>*c5Ï
U'.-L +  I V  0 ~ —  C -  V  9 ^ 3
(13.48)
The evaluation of V follows as usual:
eff
we define V i- ^  V ^  (13.49)
c ^ o f
= V (13.50)
< ^ >  = 0 (13.51)
and find
= 4-Uv'-V’ — \e.V^
v1
Veff -  S
(13.52)
As usual we minimise with respect to v to give
V =  C  (13.53a)
or
(13.53b)
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The critical temperature is then given by
To. =     r  t*. -kVtY" -  (13.54)
i t t ' + c  L  J
For T >  T V = 0 and the system is in the symmetric phase.
2
For T <  T^ the solution (13.53b) for v is energetically 
advantageous.
As before we can obtain the equilibrium condition
k n - k^ n^ + k^^ n^^ + k^ n^ = 0 (13.55)
as in (13.43).
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Chapter 14; Symmetry Anti-Restoration
In a recent paper Masiero et al (14.1) showed that the simple 
supersymmetric model, with a global U(l) symmetry, described by 
the superpotential
h S S ^ S  - f S  (14.1)
+ - 3
exhibits interesting symmetry properties.
The usual effect of high temperatures is to favour the 
restoration of symmetries which were broken at zero temperature.
The initial effect in the model of Masiero et al is to lift 
a degeneracy of symmetric and anti-symmetric minima which existed 
at zero temperature (because of super symmetry ) in favour of an 
anti-symmetric phase rather than a symmetric phase. (Both phases 
do, however, correspond to non-zero expectation values for some of 
the fields.) Masiero et al refer to this phenomenon as symmetry 
anti-restoration. At a higher temperature symmetry is eventually 
restored.
The evaluation of in a previous chapter now allows us
to examine property for the gauged theory and to study the effect 
of finite chemical potential, both for the theory with global U(l) 
symmetry and for the corresponding gauge theory.
The usual effect of chemical potentials is to favour symmetry 
restoration for a global symmetry and symmetry breaking for a 
gauge symmetry.
From (12.54) and (12.56) we see that the Lagrangian
+ 4- (14.2)
leads to the effective potential
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V = JL
eff ^
4r 4r A.m_ 4r Uo?* ^
4r 4^ L 4r€.Vt.')^(cL^ 4- CL_}^^
—  ^  (y*-4rtVc!^^ (14.3)
where y4K ,V^ ,a, a^, a_ are as defined in chapter 12.
Global U(l) Theory
We can recover the model used by Masiero et al by considering 
the limit e ^  = 0.
Then
eff 9
V rr = -ir
' "2.^  4r \a Ow.^  4r ^
2 [ k '  +  t i C A  (14.4)
Veff = Vlff + ^Iff
c , .....................
V e f f =  (14.6)
« (oL* +  &y)4^ (-1^4-V»«k..eL-+Vl^) (14.5)
i 2
V°rr = 0 when a = a = 0, a^ = —  (14.7)
eff + .
9f
and a a —  , a = 0 (14.8)
+ - g
The minimum in (14.7) corresponds to the U(l) unbroken phase,
that in (14.8) breaks U(l).
Consider first the asymmetric phases of where
a^ = a = 0 .
+  —
Minimising V^^^( a, 0, 0) with respect to a yields, for a,
_  0 . r  T '  ^
and a = O o r a  = A  = (kf —  tS j
L u - V  \L 'J (14.10)
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for T <
V^ll(0, 0,0) = J (14.12)
Veff(A. 0. 0) =
(14.13)
Hence in the unbroken phase
Vgff = V^ii(0, 0, 0) = J for T >  T.
= V^ll(A, 0, 0) =
Now we consider the U(l) broken phase
for T < Ti (14.14)
a^ = a_ = V , a = 0 (14.15)
2 . 2 
Minimising V^^^(0, v, v) with respect to v yields, for v ,
=  Ü  _  2 1  -r' <  t C- =  ^
Vv (14.16)
Vgff(0. V, v) = 4 ^  -
(14.17)
Now V^^^(0, V, v) <  V^^^(0, 0, 0) so in the region
<  T <  the system is in the U(l) broken phase.
Now consider the region T <  ;
V, v) <  V^^^(A, 0, 0) for
— ?  (14.18)
However, for all f, h, h 
’it U.^
k' arlUL +  1 : 1  in'-
zs. \ \
(14.19)
so V^ffCO. V, v) <  V^^^CA, 0, 0) for T <  (14.20)
The situation is as follows: 
at T = 0 a^ = a_ = 0, a # 0 and there is U(l)
symmetry.
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Vv
for T < = V . I the U(l) symmetry is broken and
V, a = 0 gives the minimum of
for T >  the U(l) symmetry is restored and a^ = a_ = a = 0.
Gauged U(l) Theory
From (14.3) we find, for a gauged U(l) theory at zero density
4- 4r 4-Uo?')
4  V "  C * - 4  -
4- ro«i€>4-v^Xo^i'+<»-l^ +
t  (14.21)
(14.22)
V
which as before gives
V/e^  = JÇ.'’ T  >T,
=  =  "tV*" "^('^■*■^'•'^^1
for < T ,  (14.23) 
where s  —  (14.24)
C - + Z 1 Z
and t  f Z L  u’-a.Tu'-r-'N (14.25)k*” — f _ kl 4-XU X*’'\
T '  \ ' IC. )
(14.26)
It»,'', ' ' V  -ig ( “  H  ■+
\w
^ V c ^ /v y '- =  o
v"*" = t '- T6%y. (14.27)
where ^  — (14.28)
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and
(14.29)
Now in ,^T T ^
V^ff(0, V, v) <  0, 0)
For T <L
V^ff(0, V, v) <  V^^^(A, 0, 0)
_r t  3 t L U
T <  ------------------------   (14.30)
provided
t ' ’  
+ _____________  T , '  *  VV.'^-V_
«V -iV ( û*-4f \b«>'i W'4'JA>
Also
3 %  V V - Y
provided
4- Ck-'tV'"^  (14.31)
Provided that this relationship is satisfied the system exhibits 
the same unusual behaviour as the global theory.
The asymmetric phase ( a ^ = a _ = v ,  a = 0 ) and the symmetric 
phase (a^ = a_ = 0, a = A) are degenerate at zero temperature. 
Finite temperature lifts the degeneracy in favour of the asymmetric 
phase for T <  T^. ( Symmetry anti-restoration)
At T = Tg, there is a second order phase transition to the 
phase ( a^ = a_ = a = 0) which is the phase for all T Tg .
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Finite Chemical Potential
We move on to study the model of Masiero et al with the intro 
-duction of finite chemical potentials as well as the U(l) gauge.
From (14.3)
4-.^ C~"*^ "4 L & +  4-VvO?'^
-  3 l  CuL + « . V c Ÿ
(14.32)
C®-,0/0^ -  4 - U o > )
4 - Ü  ( l û ' 4 .
"**• (14.33)
which leads to
s  '^ eljr (0,0,0) »  +
for T >  Ti (14.34)
for T <  Ti (14.35)
where s  V*'T (14.36)
and ft> ^  2 l-( W 4  _  ï i l ± 3 2 N ' ^  (14.37)
V  ' Ik / '
(o^  V, w\ =  4-tVtf v'"
4 . ^  ^Ciu>.*-u'-)v/''^ -  4c'V(u.4«.Vc}^''
(14.38)
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^  ^ -+ 9l^4.e.Vc.Ÿ 1
Vv \^  w
(14.39)
for T <  Tg
where ^  ^ (14.40)
VC.«-^-VU^
and l o , V , v \
~  ■^4'’ “  ~  Üj^jtîaT’’ 4r +-«,Wt-V'j
_ ^ T ' - ( ^ h.«i.VcV'. (14.41)
Now, in the range T^ <  T <  T^
Veff(0, V, v) <  V^i^CO, 0, 0) (11.42)
For T <  T^
V^2f(0, V, v) C  V^^^(A, 0, 0) (14.43)
provided that the inequality (14.31) holds.
Thus there is a range of temperature, starting from T = 0 
over which the system is in the anti-symmetric phase, and the sym­
metry anti-restoration phenomenon still occurs in the pres ence of 
the chemical potential.
We next consider whether symmetry restoration at T^ can be 
prevented by the pres ence of the chemical potential.
The density, n, associated with the chemical potential, ,
IS
^  (14.44)
For equilibrium
(14.45)
where is an external source introduced to stablize the system.
Then
From (14.40)
= e n (14.46)
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c  Ur . W  +  ^  (/A
(14.47)
Eliminating by using (14.44) which gives, for n
f\ -  ( ^ - V t V c ' Y r ^  (14.48)
then we can see that a number density
k c  Vy ^ t ' (14.49)
at ,
will prevent symmetry restoration from ever taking place.
As we have seen in other models, this is the usual effect of 
a chemical potential in a gauge theory.
For the model discussed by Masiero et al (ref 14.1) with 
only global U(l) symmetry, a chemical potential may be introduced 
as in (12.45), replacing the covariant derivatives by ordinary 
derivatives.
The effective potential is then given by (14.32) with e = 0, 
again neglecting one loop corrections to the last term.
An exactly analogous discussion to the one given above 
for the gauged theory shows that the asymmetric minimum is the 
lowest minimum wherever it exists, so that the symmetry anti­
restoration phenomenon continues in the prescence of the chemical
potential. Also, for a critical density n given by (14.49) with
c
e = 0, symmetry restoration is prevented from occuring even at 
very high temperatures.
This is very different to the usual situation in theories 
with a global symmetry (Linde ref.(14.2)). Normally one has a 
chemical potential coupled to a conserved density which involves 
only fermions. Then there is no contribution of the chemical 
potential to at the tree level and terms like
do not arise.
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oneInstead the leading term of the form arises at
2
loop order, and is suppressed by a factor of e , Moreover, the 
contribution is of opposite sign to the one occuring here and pro­
motes symmetry restoration rather than preventing it.
To summarize; provided that the gauge coupling constant obeys 
the inequality (14.31), the model discussed by Masiero et al 
continues to exhibit symmetry anti-restoration when it is gauged.
It also occurs in the prescence of a chemical potential.
Symmetry restoration can be prevented by a sufficiently large 
chemical potential,both in the gauged and un-gauged theories. This 
would normally be expected for the gauge theory ( Linde (14.2)), 
but is the reverse of the usual behaviour with only a global 
symmetry. It should be a general feature of supersymmetric theories 
at finite chemical potential, resulting from the necessary prescence 
of bosonic chemical potentials as well as fermionic chemical 
potentials.
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Appendix IIA; Matsubara Frequency Sums and Momentum Integrals
Matsubara Frequency Sums
In evaluating the one loop effective potential by the path 
integral method (refs. A.1 ,A.2,A.3 ,A.4 and A.5) we encounter 
Matsubara frequency sums for bosons of the type
^  +  (A.l)
where x T  —  ^  -4 (L (A. 2)
«1 f IN (LV&A (A.3)
and ^  xs. (A. 4)
Now ^  tw!rw)'-v^
, <  '*• C   I__________  (A.5)
N Uj^ ^  IjOV *v Lx. N  W#k
It may be shown by contour integration ( Fetter and Walecka 
ref. A.6 ) that
rs Ivj,.- A  -  , (A.6)
^ (A.7)
Hence (A.5) becomes
4 -  2 .  4 - ^
k (A. 8)
=  ^  ^
Performing the x integration we find
^  V*s^C'^K-'*V©^ -V 2  4r
I + X - independent constant 
The constant in (A.9) is temperature dependent and finite. 
Fortunately it cancels exactly with the temperature dependent 
part of N * (p ) when we evaluate Z (as discussed in detail by 
Bernard ref A.4).
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For the case of fermions the result
* —  rs ^  -
IV cHk— ^  —  \ (A. 10)
where s  IN"^  /  ^  ^ N  (A. 11)
leads us (through similar steps) to the result
[ ( 4" ^  ( x  — -V 3
(A. 12)
The temperature dependent constant cancels against N ’(^) when 
Z is calculated.
Momentum Integrals
In calculating the one loop effective potential we require 
expressions for
^  \W#v"^ 4  ^  , #\ «.vALik
ions and
(A. 14)
for fermions.
We use the results of Elze et al (ref.A.7) who performed 
the integrations analytically to give, for bosons,
^ -k f 4  t \ ]
%  -  V*- ,4-
40 •*-'* '*•
and, for fermions,
X  £  [ u  4- 4 - t ^ l
?  ^  V +  Ü , ?
(A.15)
(A.16)
In both cases we have ignored an infinite term which 
contributes to the renormalization of the source term in the
141
connected generating functional and does not enter the effective 
potential.
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